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Little descriptive literature exists on actual police operations in a
disaster. In addition, there is meager social science literature on general
police operations. More material is available, however, in the public admin-

istration literature on the 'ideal" police operation and on problems of build-
ing a "good" police force. Since the exclusive concern here is with police.
operations in disasters, -much of the information available concerning "ideal"
police operations has not been included. Most of the material here has been
based on interviews and other data collected by the Disaster Research Center
field studies and unpublish(d reports in the Disaster Research Center library.
Such materials are most often not directly cited in the text When published
works are used, notation is, of course, made.

Functions of Police Departments

It is useful to begin with a consideration of the various functions of
police departments in their day-to-day operations. Wilson has stated these

functions in the following manner:

In order to accomplish their purposes, the police must control

people and their environment in such a manner as to obtain corn-
pliance with criminal laws and other regulations. Failing in
this objective, they must apprehend offenders so that they may
be subjected to treatment intended to diminish the likelihood
of future violations by them and by others. Police duties may
be classified according to their more immediate objectives as
(I) the prevention of the development of criminal and antisocial
tendencies in individuals; (2) the repression of the criminal
activities of those so inclined; (3) the arrest of criminals,
the recovery of stolen property and the preparation of cases
for presentation in court; and (4) the regulation of people in
their noncriminal activities (as, for example, the regulation
of traffic) and the performance of a variety of nonregulatory

F, services. !

To carry out this mandate, the typical police department of a moderate-
sized city develops the units described below. Some of these units, such as
the juvenile section, may involve only one ir two men if the department is
small or an entire division or bureau of several hundred men if the department
is larger. The number of separate units for individual functions of the de-
partment varies proportionally with the size of the police department and the
coemmunity.

The functions of a modern police department are usually grouped into
three major areas:

OOEI. Line or "operations": patrol, traffic, detective, vice,
juvenile.

2. Services: records and communication, laboratory, jail,
maintenance.
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3. Administration: planning, inspection, budget and accounts,
personnel, public relations, intelligence.

Below is an illustratiov of a department organized on the basis of
fulac t io . 2

=Chief of Police

E~ uve~i~E~e~~9 Ero j liRecords and Coimmunicationsl lmitenance

The responsibilities of the operations units are as follows:

Patrol. -- to repress criminal activity, regulate conduct, and perform a num-
ber of services to the public.

Crime Investigation Detective). -- to apprehend criminals, recover stolen
property, gather and prepare evidence for the prosecution of criminals.

Traffic Control, -- to prevent accidents and congestion.

Vice Control.. -- to eliminate commercialized vice and safeguard the morals of
the coamiunity.

Juvenile Crime Control. -- to prevent the development of delinquent tendencies
in children and to aid in the correction of such tendencies when they do
develop, (Vice and juvenile crime units of more than one person are not
""usually created inl *epartmonts of fifty or less personnel.) 3

These major functions of the "operations" units above are usually sup-
ported by the following auxiliary tasks:

Records Tasks. -- to record, classify, index, file, and tabulate facts relat-
ing to crime, criminals, and other police matters.

Conmuunications Tasks. -- to receive and transmit police information and orders,
using the telephone, Teletype, radio, and other communications devices.

Police Laboratory Duties. -- to identify or establish other facts relating to
physical evidence by examining it scientifically.

Jail Duties. -- to provide suitable custodial care of prisoners.

x•nl-Per. -- to care for department-owned property and property
temporarily in police custody.

-3-
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Maintenance. - to service, repair, and maintain in good order police build-
ings, other property, such equipment as maotor vehicles and communications,
and traffic signs, signals, and markings.

4

The various fnctions of the police department may also he arranged in
a hierarchy of importance. If the responsibility of the heads of line divi-
sions is considered, Wilson suggests the following hierarchy which ranks the
degree of responsibility: patrol, detective, traffic, juvenile, vice. There
is evidence, however, that the police officers do not nocessarily evaloate
their "prestige" in the same order. In general, the detective bu'eau tends"
to receive great prestige from the internal evaluation of police officers.
This is confirmed in several ways. In a study by Preiss and Ehrlich, police-
men of the state police organization were asked which department they would
most like to enter. Detective bureau was highe3t with 77.3 percent, next was
fire marshall at 9.4 percent, and then safety and traffic ý-,:.-eau.5 The least
desired were the records and traffic sections. Preiss and Ehrlich point out
that this can be attributed in part to the fact that the detective bureau is
the keystone of the romantic police image. They also point out how unrealis-
tic assignment to the detective bureau is in terms of possible opportunity
since this section consists of only ten percent of the force of the department.
Although the particular police group studied had broader police powers than
most, their primary emphasis and activity was devoted to traffic control.
Again, in a survey study of Philadelphia patrolmen, Kephart reported that of
those patrolmen preferring other duties, 90 percent chose detective work.
The least preferred division was records. 6  In another police department
studied by DRC this same desire to be assigned as a detective was present;
otherwise, the rank order tended to follow the pattern suggested above. In
this department, there was also considerable rivalry between the patrol and
traffic divisions, Patrol was felt to be more important and a "real" police
function. Traffic patrolmen desired to enter the patrol division but were
jealous of it, This manifested itself when traffic patrolmen made sucel state-
ments as, "They think they /Patrol/ know how to run everything." Records
division had the lowest status. One further indication of this ranking was
that a captaini -as in charge of records while other divisions were headed by
majors.

Organizational Y'atternc

There are several ways in which the organization of a police department
can be viewed. Three different patterns will be considered here. First, a
department must be organized around time since the demands made upon it vary
in different time periods. Second, a department must be organized around
function. Multiple tasks require allocation of personnel. Third, a depart-
ment must be organized in terms of authority. These three patterns of organ-
ization will be discussed separately.

T ime

Police departments are organized around a twenty-four-hour day. Using
one midwestern department as a model, the typical lhours are first shift,
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11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. ; second shift, 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. ; third shift,
3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. The nonoperational staff, such as the records divi-
sion, work from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Certain personnel may work at partic-
ular hours because of high demands at certain times. For example, the traffic
division works two shifts during the week, 7:00 a.111. to 3:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m.; but on weekends, a third shift is put on, 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
that partially overlaps the afternoon shift thereby augmenting this division
during periods of increased demand. The detectives normally work two shifts
although the nature of their duties does not adhere to rigidly specified hours.
The patrol, traffic, and det-ective divisions are the unly ones with personnel
present for more than eight hours.

During the day or second shift, with all conunanding officers present, the
patrol captain and major occasionally go into tile field and often stay past
3:00 p.m. In the patrol division, a liel'eenant and a sergeant are present for
each shift. The traffic division does not work a third shift, but for the
other two shifts a lieutenant and a sergeant are present. The detective divi-
sion has a field and a desk lieutenant on each of the two shifts it works.
Desk sergeants are present twenty-four hours a day.

A police department organized on a twenty-four-hour basis gives it certain
advantages for coping with demands. Operating around the clock means that the
department normally has available more potential manpower than would another
organization working only one or two shifts. Many departments have standing
orders that, in certain types of emergencies, all personnel will present them-
selves for assignment. in other instances departments have routine orders to
recall the previous shift as well as contacting the next shift to report early.
In a short tLime, a department can have from two to three times the number of
personnel it ordinarily uses. These personnel resources are the major means
of adapting to the increased demands made by their disaster tasks.

Another effect of time on response of the organization is the time of day
that a disaster agent strikes. This affects not only the manpower available
at tile moment but also the ability and meanns of mohili'di,.ng man,.ower. For
example, if the disaster strikes at 3:00 a.m. the number of conmmnication out-
lets for recalling personnel is reduced. At this hour, the number of people
reporting in spontaneously would be lower than if the emergency had occurred
in the early evening hours whlen radios and televisions are on. Manpower
mobilization can be delayed or facilitated due to the number of "effective"
conmmunication channels available at different: disas ter- impac t times.

Fuetic L i oil

As already suggested, functions are thie priiuary basis for organizing the
activities of a department. Departments often have their divisions separated
along the lines of various functions such 18s vice cotrol, patrol, traffic,
etc. In smaller departments (see fig. 1 , al) of the functions may be com-
Sined in rela tivel v undi f ferent iat.ed patrol orces. Usin- figure I as a

generic example, one can see that a general pat rol force handles crime repres-
sion and vice control as well as traffic control end illvestigation, etc. The
auxiliarv services, such as keepili, recorls, are handled mainl 1v hy a records
supervisor and a secretary.



FIGU•F 1 Crganization of a Police Decartment in a Small Town.

Chief of Police

_, Secretary -iiDetective

• Shift I" S h hif t 11I Shift III•

Poi Sergeao n Sergeant2

SDispatcher 3 Patrolm ýen 16 Patrolmen Dist r

13t m Records Supervisor

SPersonnel byrank

I -- Chief of Police

I - Detective
Police Matron 2 -- Sergeants. .

12 -- PotrolIme n

Cross•ing Guaords 2 -- Dispatchers

I -- Records Supervisor

I -- Secreta-y

20 - Total
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As the size of n department increases, so does the differentiation and
spccializnt~ion of ftinction and, there fore, the number of seplarate divisions
organized along _nese lines. For example, in figure 2, the investigative
functions and the service functions become tile basis for separate divisions.
At this stage, however, the patrol and traffic functions are nlot separated
into separate divisions but are usually combined Inl the same division which
may variously be called tilc uniformed division, field division, or patrol.
division. The traffic and patrol tasks may he assigned to the same officer
(car or unit) depending on the time of day. Another similar pattern in
departmeonts of this size is to nllow cartniin cars (unints) within the division
to specialize in traffic problems and investigation. In medium-sized cities
or larger, there is generally thle di fferentiation of the patrol and traffic
funicLions into separate divisions (see fig. 3).

As departments get larger, they become more complex wiifnt divisions and
some other functions, such as youth functions, move to division status; but
there is litdlo further differentiation of function. (For example, see fig. 4,
the table of organization for one of the larger departments in the United
S thtes , )

Depending mainly on the size 7 and composition of the city, there is
differea tial allocation of personnel to the various divisions within a depart-
ment. Patrol divisions are generally the largest in police departments. Coern-
pared to departments in medium-sized cities, tie percentage of iane in patrol
in larger departments is much greater relative to other divisions, especially
traffic. For example, the tGhicago police department has approximately 8,000
men or 61 percent of its over 13,000 personnel in patrol, compared to approx-
imately 1,300 men or 10 percent in traffic. 8  This is largely due to the

nature of the main function of the police department -- protecting the life
of the inhabitants and combating crime. Compare this proportion to that
hetween patrol and traffic in a medium-sided city in thle mdwest. The patrol
division is still the larger, with 36 percent of tome personnel compared to
25 percent in the traffic division, but thle difference is much less.

This difference bettwein for one ofrge ilanLie d edipim-msid city probably
indicates differences in the composition of tihe population. Tin part, the
growth in the size of a community is qudal itai, as well as quant itative. Thle
large ci y represents a more heterogeneous population including diverse social
classes and groups based oil race, nlauioniali uv, occupation, etc. Trhus thle
pportunrity for or probability of con fplict is greater and requires a 'li ffcrcnt0

allocation of personnel. the population of a nediun-sized city, and especially
the city used for illustration, is more homogeneous i lroul some of the prob-
leurs of the more diversified populace of a larger city.

Ailtho ri 17Y

'The third hasis of organizaion cente rs or leve is ofptn thoriv. Pa lice
departments are tradh tonarll modewled oil 1111twriLv potfr drawn frsoe ompare milito
organizations. A semimiliLary or qdvsi-MiliLarh sdf rueture is used seemingly
uinder the assumpeion that:



FIGURE 21 Organization of a Polico Departmen~t in a Large Town.
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in order to COI)e with the problems of controlling crteno and main-
tainiii g orderl, ai Cloc iv coordi intelod otd dincip1inud hbody of pelo-
sonnol witLh clear-cut Hinle of authiority Is necessary.

9

Given ti1s assumption, military titles are typically used. For example, the
following ranke are found tn police dep.arteionts. They are ilsted here In 'ho
order of their authority:

Chiof of Police
Assistnit Chiefs

Cap L1arn

Scrgeauot
Detectives
Pat role ian- Pat ro womnion
Civilian 1 liip1oyles

Such an authority model suggests that decisions are made at the top and
transmitted down the line and that the close supervision of personnel is com-
mon. MeNamara, in his study of the New York police department, found that
there appeared to be close supervislon.i10 For example, patrolmen on foot
patrol were to "ring in" once an hour to the precinct satiton through a call-
box system. They also were supposed to ring in to report when and where they
wore either beginning or ending a meal or that they were about to relieve
themselvpa. The stated reason for the "ringing in" procedure was so patrol-
men could be directed to locations where police attention was needed, but the
procedure became a matter of form and many officers did not ring in at the
appropriate times. Usually there was no punishment for not ringing in but
occasionally an officer would he charged with this violation. Patrolmen saw
"this as an arbitrary use of supervisory power and saw the rule as "irrelevant
or dysfuactlonal for the purposes of law enforcementt." 1 1  This department
also used negative sanctions for patrolmen found guilty of violating the ex-
pectations of their supervisors. Negative sanctions involved such penalties
(tO n fl n dUU havi ak i L I V ctattU ion tLilae t uItd u I, buin- -Cm UU ,III, LUCtt li v i- t '" r

froml thu deŽj)i-rtuleult.

ilcNinnari suggests the iiunguage of close supervision and negative sane-
tions, often ustd by police departments, creates anxiety and ambivalence in
patrolmen because they "often had to handle difficult aituations without the
assistance of supervisors in the early ind often tile most. critical phases.-I'12
lie further delineates a deficiency of this semimilitary supervisory system:

This evaluation of the supervisory system has poitiLed tip the need
for deveCtolpIent of a feeling of discretionary power, for well-
developed skills. and for a1 sirong self-directedness oi the part
of patrolmen assigned to the field uni ts. We can argue that the
anxi(jy shar'ed by mitany pat totrouu about disciplinmary actLon and the
supervisors' at teipt to 1a intlL ill Mo a)peCaraunce of close supervision
Are lnappropriate for Ole development and maintenance of the needed
aittonol"mv Oil the part of the patrolman. iTe semimilit,-ary model
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whi le nttomptlng to gonerate Co01tdenCe In thle (lh O Itv of te
depitltment to cope with 010 tuncertinntiep of the pol ice task.

gencrates another sol of uncertainties that are stronlyv oxpa-

rienced by the nie'tbers of the field units. 1 3

Since tLe sIniil9i M I iaL'a supLMr\,isory sys Len in of ten ho Id up nsqAn ideal ,
it can create anxiety. lin actual operation, however, three factors seem to
undercut Its rigidity. Firt.t, In some departments there to a conscious attempt
to give lower echelon personnel a degree of auLonomny. Second, the nature of
most police work, pnrticularl.r, patrol activltles, InilitaLes againsL close
personnel supervision. Third, the crucial nature of communication itn modern
police departments tond, to undercut traditional lines of authority, Each of
these factors will be discussed briefly.

I. En1cou ragelluln t of Individual Autonoi-ny and lWltitiLve. Greaoter autonoiny
and sel.f-dlractdnass than the Imasis of the miii. tUry mmd:l suggr-stv is often
found in sonto departments. In one smaller city department DRC studied, great
emphasis was placed, among both higher ra,,ks wid patrolmen, on the desirability
of members being able to use their own judgmient. Perhaps because of the size
of the department and the general et•hos of the region, there was little feeling
among patcolmen that rules were stifling Lhem. Ranking officers often men-

tioned that if they went Lito Lhe field they would lt thu units know Uo the
units would not feel they were being spied on. By conLrast, in the departim•t
McNamara studied, captains would often patrol in civilian clothes and sometimes
they were not known by the patrolmen of a certain precinct. This created a
feeling among the patrolmet, of constantly being under surveillance and a fear
that some minor violation of rules would become the basis of a commmplaint. by
the supervisor, 14

in general, there was also a great degree of consullation and informality
letween ranks in the departments DRC studied. In one department, meetings of
higher ranking officers took place periodically to review operations, plans,
and problems. Also, top officers (majors and alternately majors and captnins)
from the different divisions held a meeting with the chief once or twice a
week. The OIcfC also he"1 ili-v.d -itiog wi tim dlvi•ino hc:ndz pliis certain special-
ists out. of each division (such as the officom- in charge of planning and the
public reoations officer) once a month. Occasionally he twotild moloAt indSl.vid-
u.ially witih the head of a uilt or division. The chief in this department felt
that poicemotan should be able to work on their own, Ills job and thie ob of
1.iis collullandert; ill re elation (;o pnt rofliuen was to guiide nnd to correct, They
were to make sure the lsen were performing their duties wiLthin proper limits,
but, at the same timte, they placed a high value on an officer knlowinig how to
uSe hi is own . tidg'uen t: and how to ct: oIl his own).

2. Structure of Police Activities, The Ioiplonmntal; oiol of the semimull i-
Lary model of iLuthority and decision miaking is made dlfficiltC by the naLtre
Of l1loit police activi, ies. Reiss and Bordua silggcst Lvt:ha

In mimamy ways, policing is a i highly (iecentralized operation involving
the duployment of i large numbers of men altonie or in small in IuIs I here
ColltLrol by actWal I comunm:nd -- thiat i, b)y iSSuinlg orders -- is diff1-
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Regardless of the tipp'earmitnc of n lif-itrachicnl decision-making qystem,
in the everyday operntion6 of hoisic pol ice work, fleld patrol, and traffic

decisions on hlia own. Ilt' has the general orientlt-iiln atid ruguia Lions of the
department, to provide Ilia frame of reference. Docinlono are ref~iLred to
euperiorui only when s4ome special problem arises and perhaps not even then.,

if di s ttoon is required ror- a p~at ro il'an to unake a1 deccaision, hie may s i mop] y
go to another patrolmani with grc-,lor vni rtenCe . 1f onl a 140iwo-anl team, hie
may discuss Lthe problemn with hlia partner, Ile may bring It Lu hlia sergeant on
routine Hiold contact or at tile Pod nf a alitft. In oneU deparirtient. studiod,
it. was rare for ainydhing other Lmthan a gwrqona I problemt or an unkicual a it~uatiort
which mnight hiave reperctiss ions oit side tiie polIice depi~ tiflent: to gat past the
sergeant. WThen Ltle patrolmatn's reports tire liiId, he( may get comments from
hiftlhor officers, thirouigh hiis secgean tý . oil liii handliing, of the s icklat loll
Th71oRL C0111IIOIILS then prey ide him0 WI t1i a fututtre 111s9is of experilence . tf Soliun
difficulty or p)OSSibly a specialty suggested project hit posed, oinly then
would Lthe patrolman talk to it c£1pt41ii Or malljor or liven the 1lieuteniant . !in one
emaller department studtiod, there was even more infOrinutlity With thle major or
captain. They would occasionally choeck oiln a man in the field or nesk If lie had-
any problems. The orders a patrolman receives from highier officers are rou-
tine ones concerning matters of policy and procedure. In matters of daily
basic police work, the pacrolmeni sometimus in cnonjunCtion With his pears, is
the primiary decision maker in large part because lie is isolated moat of the
time from his ".superiors ,l

3. Crucial Nature of Communication. A rigid hierarchical model of
authority is also undercut by the cr1 ti-cn role that commun Icatitons hlle come
to play in the operations of modern police departments. There is the possi-
bility that greater centralized control could he achieved by the centre1 iza-
tion of commnun icatLions now commifonl in most departments. W~hile this is a P08-
sibilicy, it does not seem to be the case in 1actunl Operations. In effect, a,
centralized system allows persons Inl communications headquarters some discre-
tion in making assignments Mind Inl Offering advice. Persons assigned to tho
coiltumllications headquartaer are usually not htigh in the aluthority structure
of the department, In particular, Ltle role of Lthe dispatcher seems to be

The dispatchier takces complaint calls aad assigns the patrol eairs. Top
o1fficers may periodical ly 111011 tor rold i~oll 4u111il~lficict ois . butk they ace aot able
to matke con tinuous observat ionis. Commullinicaionq Officers ire soeldomn Itigh-
ranking persons. F~or examplhe, Iii ono dapiirtitont. studcied by i)RC on the first:
and( tir shi jft s-, the highest rarnking coinimini~n tCl t.Ioi pernoninel p roena u war
sergeants. Ill charge Of these shifts waIs a I iptitenat-1111 W11o WAS a line Officer
in Litie pat.-ol division. 110a WIn ilLthe fielhd much Of thea Lime even thiough lie
mlauinto ired Con tact. withi tile di spa tcher . Coirplat ed t.0 thC ''tv~li ica" ii0iac
Cal Auuhoit~ i. model, ordt.rs and deci sionb were, ill Liae farr h down ill (Ito
Attl~ithi~rj tv ituC Lure anIld Inot cii. thelt top,

Inl taIcL (1-10 'e'(:rO~ ii£ aauihcorit\ tc in "'it- ii-lt roduiceil by
t1 it rlc tI .-Inc v of pa~tro lijeni (t aSoek ld vice It-tn.. t eiSripcrv*,ti Sf5* SCClI g
p.1 tI n linen do0 110t lik LO to h iot1er 1vi t he klcrpe l i01-i silc I v thev, rtni Il r1.sk of
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appearing unable to handle their jobs. Too, because of LIIe detached nature
of much police work, tihe ranking officer may be inaccessible when advice is
needed. While on patrol duty, a patrolman more frequently turns to his peers.
The dispatcher is usually available for advice and is seen as a peer.

When questions are raised, the dinnt--cher most often does not refee them
to the patrolman's superior, but gives answers based on past situations that
he has observed and the past solutions that line superiors have suggested.
This goes beyond the routine assignments of patrolmen. Wilson, in recognition
of the possible difficulties that could be caused by a dispatcher givi.ig
assignments (orders) to a patrolman of equivalent rank, states that dispatchers
should be in a staff position as "assistant to" the line commander on duty.16
This would reduce the possibility of slanting reports for any particular line
division of the department and allows him to give advice to the patrolmen
based on regulations and past experience. His acting for the officer in charge
saves time that otherwise might be spent asking the officer in charge or haviný,
to find him in the field. If anything unusual comes up, the officer can be
reached. Regardless of the actual title given to the dispatcher, this does
describe his operational activities. In any case, the dispatcher takes on a
much more important function than would be predicted from the authority model.
It is one of the few staff functions in the organization that directly and
immediately affects line operations.

The dispatcher mediates, then, between the upper echelons Af the depart-
ment and the lower ones. His position even though formally a staff position
is analogous in many ways to that of the foreman in a factory. 1 7 The role is
sort of a buffer zone between the staff and the line personne,. lie represents
the authority of higher ranking officers while at the same time he receives
the complaints and requests from the patrolmen.

This discussion of the organization of the police department around the
factors of time, function, and authority is important in its implications for
disaster functioning. The timing of a disaster event and its relation to peak
or slack periods of mobilization of the police department obviously affects
its ability to accomplish tasks early in the emergency period. Too, disaster
activities affect certain functional units more than others. Some divisions
of the typical department are immediately and directly involved while others
play a more supportive role. Organization in terms of authority also has its
implications. If a department has a rigid authority structure, the diffuse
nature of disaster events creates conditions which would make decision making
difficult, if not impossible. On the other hand, if the patrolman is encour-
aged to act with a degree of autonomy in the context of rules, this pattern
of authority may be more easily adapted to the conditions created by actual
disaster events.

There are two other aspects of police organizations which have particular
relevance for disaster operations. These are (1) the possible resources of
manpower that sometimes exist in Lhe form of auxiliary police and (2) the
presence or absence of emergency planning within departments. It is to this
discussion we turn next.
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Auxiliary Police

One special unit that many police departments have developed is a reserve
police force, There are 171,000 trained auxiliary police in the United States.
The number of police departments having trained and uniformed police reserves
varies somewhat by region with 76 Dercent of the departments in the middle
Atlantic states having auxiliaries, 77 percent of the departments in the
Pacific region, and 79 percent in New England. Overall, 62 percent of the
cities with a population of over 10,000 have these types of reserves. 18  These
reserve police supplement the regular forces during times of increased demands.
Therefore, they may be used for spectator control at parades or other events
and they often are drawn into disaster activities.

The use of a reserve unit can be seen, as an example, from one of the
departments studied by DRC. There were thirty-four active members who paid
for their own uniforms and weapons and worked without pay. Half of them
worked every other weekend supplementing the department. They were assigned
to special functions which involved crowd and traffic problems. For example,
they worked a 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. shift on Fridays an| Saturdays to extend
the traffic control capabilities of the department. Although they were trained
to carry weapons, the department tried to avoid involving them in potentially
dangerous situations.

There was a reserve captain, two lieutenants, and three sergeants. The
reserve captain coordinated with and received assignments from the day-shift
lieutenant in the traffic division. After receiving his instructions the
reserve captain observed the traditional chain of command within the reserves
with the exception that any regular officer had auLhority over a reservist.
As this example illustrates, police reserves are mainly used to supplement
manpower needs in the area of traffic and spectator control, and are important
in disaster activities.

Emergency Planning

Of all community organizations, police departments ark most emergency-
oriented or "emergency-wise." In other words, the handling of minor emergen-
cies such as automobile accidents and the like are daily activities for the
police. In addition to these routine emergencies, most departments also have
plans for extended emergency operations. However, also due to this experience
with emergencies, a false feeling of security can develop and the plans may
not be well known by departmental personnel. There is often the feeling that
the department does not have to worry about planning because any emergency
operations, even at the disaster level, are more or less normal duties. For
example, in the Flint-Beecher tornado of 1953, the police had a disaster plan
for rescue operations on paper but it was not instituted. Instead, reliance
was primarily placed on the ability to handle the specific emergency from
previous experience. Form and Nosow describe the outcome in the following
manner.
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The result was a great deal of sponLaneous activity, more or less
useful but not representing the maximum effort that both the mem-
bership and the organization as a whole were capable of delivering. 19

Another important area of emergency planning, especially since police
departments are the most widely recognized emergency-related community organ-
izations, is planning for relationships with other or!,anizations. Even When

plans do exist, this is the area where difficulties are most frequent. Such
plans often falter due to the difficulty of coordinating a myriad of conmmunity
organizations; such a plan may even be ignored tt certain stages. For example,
the plan for a tornado warning system in one midwestern comilunity studied by
DRC was not carried out due to the police department's failure to initiate
their segment of the -ommunications chain. Planning is also inhibited by the
fact that police departments ofter. sce t11-h. elves as the kev disaster agency
with the greatest capability and therefore they do not see the development of
interorganizational ties as being crucial to their own operations.

Plans, and, more importantly, familiarity with the implementation of them
seem to lead to a more adequate use of organizational resources in the first
hours after the disaster impact. This would make planning even more relevant
in the case of the police department because its operation is more dependenit
on its own existing resources. Other organizations have to build their per-
sonnel by adding voluntears and other types of resources. In addition to
planning, previous experiences with disaster operations also provide a context
of familiarity which reduces the tendency to o erate randomly and not give
attention to the needs of the total situation.2

In addition to previous disaster experience, it has been suggested that
the civil disturbances whlich have occurred in U.S. cities in recent years may
also contribute to strengthening the capabilivies of police organizations
relevant to disaster functioning. For exampl., one city chief DRC talked to
attributed the ability of his department to rapidly deploy men to a disaster
area to the racial demonstrations the year betore and consequent Vl.alnitig and
reorganization by the police department.

This "learning" a"oarently is possible even if a community does not
actually experience a civil disturbance. There are few large cities where
the police have not become aware of the possibility of such an occurrence and
made contingent plans accordingly. In addition, there has grown an awareness
of the need to learn from the experience of others. For example, many depart-
ments have sent "study" teams to other conmmunities which have experienced civil
disturbances.

Certain other events also provide useful experiences. In cities such as
Chicago and New York, disaster capabilities are increased for the deportmenc
by its experience in dealing with large gatherings which occur at such events

as the frequent parades and conventions that take place in these cities.

Thus, in regard to at least the police and fire department, there seems
to be an increasing awareness of the need for emergency planning and training
and a greater ability and interest in learning from the experiences of other
departinents.
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CHAPTER 11

DISASTER- RELATED TASKS

Ti - police department normally Is seen as tile organization to be called
upon if any difficulties arise for individual citizens or for any segment of
the community. In disasters, it is not o0ly one of the first organizations
oon the scene, but the one which tends to symbolize tile authority of tile comn-
munity. Its involvoment in disaster activities is based on its pre-disaster
orientation to preserving life and property. Under certain disaster condi-
tions, it also becomes involved in many other activities beyond the protectioni
of property and traffic control which fulfill the basic but vague purpose of"1"service to the consnunity."

Types of organizational Involvement

To clarify the discussion of police activities in disasters let us look
first at the role of the police in relation to the other organizations in the
community which also become involved in disaster work. To illustrate this
involvement, organizations performing disaster-related tasks can be seen as
constituting four different types. These can be derived by cross-classifying
two variables: (1) the nature of the disaster tasks which are undertaken by
the various groups, and (2) the nature of the emergency period structure of
these groups.

InI a disaster, a group's tasks may be those which are everyday, routine,
assigned responsibilities; or, instead, tile tasks may be new, novel, assumed,
or unusual for the groups involved. If a police department controls traffic,
a fire department fights fires, a radio station transmits news, or a hospital
treats the injured, these ire regular or traditional tasks for such groups.

Onth ohe ht-I Vt n-eW o WLLWU ce tiatuL o tasks are seen
in situations where a National Guard battalion has the responsibility of pro-
viding water for a community, an American Legion post shelters evacuees, or
firemen sort and distribute clothing from a relief center. Thus, it is pos-
sible initially to divide organizations into those having regular and those
having nonregular tasks

It is also possible to differentiate between groups with an old or exist-
ing structure and those with a new or crisis-developed structure. The former
is one in which members have definite pre-disaster social relationships with
one another, especially in their work activities, and exist as an entity prior
to the disaster event. During a disaster, tile members of such groups work in
somewhat the same work relationships they had prior to the emergency. Thus,
the members of a city police department activated in a disaster maintain their
normial pre-disaster work relationships while they engage in tasks during the
emergency.

OOn the other hand, new structures may come into being during the ermer-
gency. Such groups may either mushroom from a small pre-disaster core or they
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may involve the crystallization of some totally new ertity. The crucial
feature is that such groups have no actual pro-emergency existence, at least
in the form which they cake during the emergency. An example would be a local
Red Cross chapter whose handful of full-time paid personnel provides the
nucleus for the volunteers wl,o undertake most of the expanded group's work,
An example of an emergent group would be the search-and-rescue teams which
develop in tite iimmediate post-disaster emerc-ucy period.

The particular types which occur in the itmuediate post-disaster period
are depicted in figure 5.

FIGURE 5t Types of Organized Behavior in Disasters

Tasks

Regular Nonregular

OldType I Type IIIt Old

r Established Extending
u
C - -
t
S NeType II Type IV

Expanding Eimergent .1

Type I is an established group carrying out regular tasks. This is

exemplified by a city police force directing traffic around the impact zone

after a tornado has struck a community.

Type II is an expanding group with regular tasks. The group frequently
exists "on paper," not as an ongoing organization prior to the disaster event,
and would be illustrated by Salvation Army volunteers running a feeding oper-
ation after a hurricane.

Type II is an extending group which undertakes nonregular tasks, This
is illustrated by a taxi company utilizing its men and equipment to transport
casualties during rescue operations.
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Type IV Is an emergent group which becomes engaged Wn nonregular tank.a
An example is an ad hoc group made up of the city engineer, the police chief,
a local representative of the state health department, and a lied Cross offi-
cial which coordinates the overall coiimunlty response during a flood.

Type I organizations, such as police departments, are operating entities
prior to a disaster event. When they enter into disaster activities, they
usually have specific tasks, fairly clear-cut lines of authocity, designated
channels of com•mtuication, and explicit roles for decision making. These
organizations become quickly involved in any coimiunity emergency. Other
organivations wJthin the cosnmiunity and individuals within the specific organ-
ization itself, on the basis of their past experiences, expect such organiza-
tions to enter ilmuediately into emergency activities,

Personnel of Type I organizations have a decided advantage in operating
in an emergency context since they can carry prior work relationships as well
as knowledge of the previous functioning of the organization into their disas-
ter activities, Because most of the tasks which such organizations perform
during disasters are the same as the tasks performed during normal times, they
have little or no problem dealing with unfamiliar tasks, a problem which Type
IIl and IV organivations experience.

Police Department Tasks

The police department, as an example ef Type I organizations, is accus-
tomed to performing most of the tasks it encounters in diseaters. Its members
are accustomed to working together as a unit and are familiar with the proce-
dures and operations of the organization, Because of this, such organizations
as the police have fewer operational problems than the other types. This does
not mean, however, that their operations are without difficulty.

One way to hitiafe diqcussion of these operational problems is to
delineate the disaster tasks of the police. The following is a susniuary of
police duties in v disaster as described by a high-ranking police official in
a colmmunity which had just experienced a disaster situation.

The police department is charged with the responsibility of
enforcing within the city all laws of the city, county, and state.
The duties of the department include the deterring of law viola-
tions; investigations of crime; the apprehension of violators; the
control and direction of traffic -- both pedestrian and vehicular;
controlling of crowds; offering assistance to distressed persons
at all times, including disasters; and to see that all laws are
enforced in order to maintain the safety, health, and welfare of
the conmiunity.

In the case of a disaster, our aim is to move into this
area as quickly as possible; to remove the (lead to a morgue and
see tht:t those injured are hospitalized; and attempt to prevent
any additional injuries or fatalities to those in the area by



fallen wires, fallen debris, broken gas mains, etc.; -and to set up
disasLtr huadluarte's il Ltho closo p)'O•intiLv of the disaster area
so thaL persons can report and account for themselves or any other
members of their families who may be listed as missing, Search
crews must be organized to sift through the debris and to remove
any injured or dead, This is our number one function,

Our second function becomes the protection of property and
the preveniLlon of crimes occurring against properties by sotting
up security in these Ldisaeter/ areas to prevent the looiný orr
carrying away of other people's property.

The third phase is to furnish manpower to assist those such
as the traffic engineer, the city engineer, and all others who are
responsible for opening up the thoroughfares to permit a free flow
of traffic to the disaster area, and to aid those working in the
restrotatiVc, of communnications. These are chiefly tho functions of
the police department.

Add the task of warning in certain types of disastors to the provious
description and one could isolate four major categories of tasks performed by
the police in disaster activities. They can be viewed in terms of their sim-
ilarity to the normal, everyday tasks of the police.

1. Traffic and Crowd Control. Those tasks follow closely the usual
;.mntrol functions of the police prior to disaster impact. Since there is
cunvergeiice of men and materials on the impact area, this area is usually
cordoned off, traffic is usually diverted around the area, and entry to tile
area is restricted to those who have specific assignments there.

2. Protection of Life and Property. Certain continuing hazards may be
created by the impact, such as broken fuel lines, or property may lbc exposed
and subject to further kestructioki. The exposed property may be placed uinder
guard and throntcr to the property corrected or -. inimi.i.•e,.

3. Search and Rescue. Police often rind injured victims and in, ltiato
medical attention for them. In instances of widespread damage, they may
become involved in systematic search efforts to uncover unknown victims.

4. Warning and Evacuation. A conmmnity may have some warning time
before certain disaster agenlts, such as tornadoes and hurricanes, become mani-
fest, In these cases, police often become involved in issuing warnings. If
the threat of a disaster agent necessitates the evacuation of people from the
threatened area, the police often become involved in traffic control, and the
provision of transportation and security measures involved in this movement.

"Tlhese [our catuories include most police activities in disasters. A
department, however, may not necessarily engage in all of them in every disas-
ter. The size and type of disaster event dictates which activities are neces-
sary and/or possible. For example, there can be no evncuation function without
a warning period. The nature of police tasks will vary with the type of
disaster.
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Differential Tasks ILI Different *EYpi of Disasater

L~owell Carr lion oggoutod a typulogy of four different types of diaa~ster
events which takes tnb 1iCCOUt 1 hechavacter of thle aGent and the SC~lpe of
the Co111Imnuity disorganizat~ion, 'fliee four types are (1) an Inlstan taneoous-
diffused type of dioaster, such as ani explosion, which is over before anyone
call do anything aboktL it arld destroys anl entire coinitainit~y, (2) fil inatantianle-
otis-focalized type such aa at schoolhouse a-' -glon which kills or injures the
childron and teachers in thle viillage schioo,. vol, Ienvem Clhe rest of thle corn-
mtunit~y physically intact, (3) a progressiva-diffitsed type, couch as hurricanes
or floods, which many Inast for several hours or several woeks and affect whole
cominunitie.' and (4) a progr-ess ive- focaliized type such as al mine fire or at
ship) wrect. 1

Of coursC., ther~e may be conibitn Ltiolls of 1:11ost. typeS. Often one type of
diSaster agenit initiates (another, or one disaster agent may have several
of fects. For example, liiri-icane Betsy in New Orleans in 1965, in addition to
wind damage, also caused f loods, Ilie earth movement of thle Niigata earthquake
in Japan in 1963 caused explosions and fires. In addition, on- elisaster agent
such as a tornado may be included in several of the categories. Fov example,
it may be focaliz.ed or diffusod depending on how long it stays on thle ground
ill populated areas. However, the typology does help to clarify differences
which have Implications for t asks. 2

Tile police department becomes involved in all types of disasters regard-
less of the disastei's precipitating event or its culmination and, unlike some
other cormmunity organizations, regardless of tile disaster's size. Precisely
which tasks it performs, in addition to traffic control and pintection of
property, will vary according to the size, type, diffuseness, and duration of
the disaster dventL itself, and to some extent, according to thle activi~ties
undertaken by othier organizations in tile commaunity. The police sometimes;
perform the duties which they perceive as needed but which arn not being tetken
cai e of by otlier or-nnizAtcas. Thea nuuwit of tinie sPent onl thsse dmti~os w'ill
ailso Waury With thle Si tuation.

Figure 6 sugpests a typ~icnl sequence of ictivities inl a disaster Where
there Is warnting and evacuation. There is little wzArning in mtany disaster
situatlionis and evacuation in only a few. Evicuation occurs most often Where
there is a throat of a flood, a hurricane, or thle possibility of release of
poisonous gases. Even when a danger sucla as flooding threatens anl area,
cvacuation is not necessarily carried out by tile police. If evacuation does
take place, police activities usually involve the control of traffic.

Thle following ilre Customary p)olice tkslKs performed in sequonce inl each
of thle four main types of disasters outlined above,

I. hist ant)aullous-Di [fused Disaster. Search and rescue, tr:ý'ic and
crowd control, protect ion of property.

2. instan tanicoisl-Focal izedI D~isaster . Search and rescue, traf fi c and
crowd control, sonic protect ion of property.
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FiGURE 6t Sequential Police Tasks in Disaster

Warning Spontaneous Search and Traffic Protection

(Evacuation) Evwatuaion Rescue Control of Property

lImpact - Emroigency Period-

3. Progressive-Diffused Disas ter. WarningL evacuation, traffic control,
protec.tion of property, search and rescue.

4. Progroseve-'Focalizod Disaster. Traffic and crowd control, search
and rescue, some protection of property.

Problematic Aspects of Disaster Tasks

In each of ',he four major categories of tasks performed by the police in
disaster actd ., v(S eS, there are particular problomatLic aspects havi, : many
sources. Tasks which sceni similar to the normal operations of the department
can become somewhat more complicated in the disaster context. Some difficul-
ties are created by the mobilization for problems which never develop. Other
difficulties result from the increased scope of conmmunity involvement, since
it occaslions ilew inat:erorglnizacioual. rolatioaships. Sowot inas di fficultiu.,a

are created by Lhe attempt to "control" a situation which is perhaps impossible
to control. I0 each of the four major tasi eateogories, there are rather per..

sistont difficultios which will be indicated below.

Traffic and Crowd Control

in popular images of disaster behavior, it is often assumed that persons
near the impact ,rea will panic and flee. While it is true that people will
attempt to avoili danger, the image of panic is not an accuirate description of
actual behavior .-;ubsequent Lo disaster impact. By contrast, an almost uni-
versal phenomenou is the rapid convergence of men and materials toward the
impact area. If police interpret this movement of persons by another disaster
stereotype which assu-tes thaL those who converge have less than honorable
motives, there may he extra anxiety about the establishmentL of security con-
trols around the implacL area. Police thus often beco;nc preoccupied with
problems of sockirity ratiher than with problems of traffic and crowd control.
Problems of control do emerge while attempts are made to facilitate the rapid
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entry and exit of men and m~aterials Into the impact area. But rallier Ulan
concentrate on traffic kind crowd control, tho police frequent ly spend consid-
crable organizational resources on the establiahment of security controls.
An we shall. see, this in turn sets up a series of convaquences for the police,
particularly Ill their relations with other organizations which become involved.

In a focnlizod disaster where thle impact zone is delimited, tile area is
ustially cordoned off in some fashion, oftenl with perimeter guards. Trraf fic
is usually diverted from the area and encry In restricted. When this is
accomplished (nnd It. can become much more difficult When impact is not focal-
ized), thle police then have to make Judglmenti3 ns to who and whait call enter the
area. Personelc from other organizations ill Lthe conunitU111ty which becomo in-
volved seek- and sometimes demnand recognition of their right to enter. Fro-
quenitly the initial decision of who has legi ctimate busluess is left to those
who have ostabll siehd thle perimeter guard, usually the police. The patroblman
has to mtake the deciallon on tile spot without guidelines. Persuonnel from
organizations with which thle police have hiad little prior contact often assert
their right to enter the area because of th-leir organizational obligations.
Evan more difficult decisions emerge wheni "unattached" indivi-duals who live
in thle impact area wish to enter to invostigate possible injury to friends and
possible damiage to their property.

Thie question of legitimate access to the impact area is often "solved"
by the issuance of passes. This motes the decision away from the individual
patrolmian to somie other level Within the police departmentt or to some Other
organization. This move to centralize authorization means,' however, that
soinetue still has to determine if a person has legiti~avae business in thle
impact area.

In Lthe initial stages of the emergency, various organizations may issue
their own passes. Accepting a pass issued by another organization implies
the acceptance of the legitimacy of the involvement of that organization. The
police &ae more likely initially to recognize passes from organizations which
thcy voould ex-pect to0 be invol\'ca in emergencies, sucon as mledical unlits, H-
departmieits, and perhaps utility companies. Passes are sometimes rejected,
particularly t~hose of organ iza tions with which the police have not tradition-
ally been [Luvolved or those which have a high percentage of "unkno%,*n' volun-
teers. Persons claiming to represent Red Cross or civil defense arc often
unknown or utifamiliar and are sometimes challenged. These challenges present,
in turn, threats to thle organizations these personnel rei resent and can, of
course, delay response to critical needs. The -*ay in which this control prob-
lent is "solved" tends to follow the sequence already suggested. After thle
perimeter guard is set up:

1. Access to thle impact: area is initiall-V re-gulat"d by the decisions of
individual patrolmen. (If other security forc.!s are used, such as tilc National
Gtiard , their personinel. tend to be miuchm more rigid in the interp retation of
rules Of ACCess.)

2.Access to tIbc P..pact area becomes regulated b%, the establishiment: of
one or several checkpoints, generally superv'ised bv a ran kinig police official.



II

3. Formalized passes come to be issued by several organizations acting
independently. This places the responsibility of accepting them on the police.
The police generally accept those from organizations which they consider
leg i timate.

4. To clarify the multiplicity of passes and questions of legitimacy,
the police may attempt to issue its own passes. These are issued at a central
place and are acceptable at any checkpoint.

5. The responsibility for issuance of passes is given to a nonpolice

agency, such as civil defense or some other municipal agency. While the
police may still implement the system, the decision making is broadened to
include other involved persons in the emergency.

The transition from one stage of the sequence to the next reflects the
continued effort to solve the control "problem." After a perimeter guard has
been established, there are certain requirements necessary to develop an
adequate system of control -- a system which determines that an individual
(in most cases, a person filling a particular occupational position) has some
right to enter: information about the situatioa and knowledge about organiza-
tions, their involvement and their personnel and, in turn, coordination and
communication among various organizations.

Keeping in mind these conditions as requisites, it is easy to see why
passes, then, become problematic. During the 2eriod immediately after impact,
there is little coordination among the organizations which have become in-
volved. The convergence of a large number of persons makes the establishment
of the validity of each difficult. The individual patrolman is faced with a
number of discretionary judgments. Confronted with these problematic deci-
sions, he may request guidance. Departments may decide to localize such
decisions in a smaller group of officials at soz-cif'ic lo0catlions. Thils p~ro-
vides some focus for information and conmmunication and a ;reater degree of
consistency.

After initial search-and-rescue activities and the removal of those
needing immediate medical attention, police departments generally can release
resources to be used elsewhere. Since control measures seem more obviously
their responsibility, police departments often attempt to develop an "offi-
cial" pass system. The initiation of a more regularized pass system, however,
places the department in the position of "officially" having to pass judgment
on the appropriateness of the involvement of- other organizations. " )is atten-pt
involves politically sensitive decisions which most departments like to av,-id,
Consequently, such decisions are likely to be turned over to "higher" levels
of local administration -- the mayor, the city manager, the local. civil defense
directors, and so on. By this time, patterns of conmuunication and coordination
have developed to the point where a structure for making such a decision exists
which then can be implemented by the police

The major point to be made here is the fact that the developmeni: of an

efficient pass system is predicated o, some rype of "legitimizing" decision
making. This seldom exists in the early hour3 of the emergency period when

it is most needed.



The problematic nature of the pass system introduces a touch of irony.
The preceding analysis raises doubt as to the possibility of developing the
necessary conditions for an efficient system. Even if they could be developed,
questions still could be raised as to the necessity for a pass system. Much
of the motivation for a pass system seems to come from the fear that individ-

uals who encer the impact zone will engage in antisocial behavior. This fear
is misplaced, as we shall discuss in the next section. In addition, based on
observations in a wide variety of disaster situations, no system of perimeter
guards is completely effective. Persons who know the area better than the
security forces can usually find access. Unless the impact area is completely
ringed with security personnel, access is still possible. If it is tightly
ringed, this would .,e a misuse of maanpower as well as a major contribution to
the problems which such forces are supposed to solve -- problems relating to
the convergence of personnel on the area. Thie most realistic problem that
the police face is not security but uraffic control. Convergence of vehicles
on the impact area can interfere with emergency work. The strategies involved
i,i traffic control. and the establishment of perimeter control are different
and perhaps somewhat antithetical. The preoccupation with security then often
detracts from the development of effective traffic control. Too, police de-
partments are more likely to have the skills necessary for traffic control but
much of their manpower inevitably becomes diverted into the less essential
security tasks.

Protection of Life and Property

Subsequent to disaster impacti, continuing hazards may be created, such
Ps broken electric and fuel lines. The police, because of their early entry
into the impact zone, may have to seek out the obvious hazards as well as be
alert to the emergence of less o'bvious ones. In some instances, they may have
to decide tbhe safety of certain areas and then evacuate them or prevent access
until repairs are made. In addition, the police often ore the source of
notification to organizations which can initiate repairs. Sometimes these
tasks require knowledge ard diagnostic skills which are not usual among police
personnel. They are tasks, however, with which departmental personnel have
usually had some previous experience, even though on a much more limited scale.

Since portions of residences and businesses may be destroyed leaving
access to toe contents of these buildings•, there is invariably a great concern
about the possibility of leoting. Public officials expect these types of
community emergencies to result in problems of protection; officials request
additional law enlurcenlent unit.s. This fear, of course, is often translated
into the development of perimeter guards and other security measures. National
Guard troops may be mobiliz,ýed to take part in such measures. The fear of
looting and the steps taken to prevent it are irequently mentioned in the
initial reports which emanate from a disaster area. Thus, police department
resources and personnel become involved in these tasks.

While reports of looting are comumion in disaster ar..eas, there is signifi-
caralit e•'•, e that attual looting is rare in col'mmunities subsequent to natural
disaster impact Man- studies of disasters mention reports of looting, but
very few cite aunthenticated cases'. One 1 tudLy thilt did idnquire in t, 1cLt;,a
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cases of looting was the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) study of
White County. Arkansas, after it was ravaged by a tornado in 1952. In the
community that suffered the greacest d..mage, about 1,000 of the 1,200 resi-
dents were left homeless. A random sample of people from this town and
adjacent areas were asked whether they had lost any property by looting. Only
nine percent reported that they, or members of their inmiediate household, had
lost property that they even felt had been taken by looters. And fully one-
third of these people were uncertain whether the loss was really due to loot-
ers, or whether the missing items had been blown away or buried in the debris.
Finally, most of the articles were of little value.

In contrast, 58 percent of the people questioned said they had heard of
others' property being stolen. In fact, nine percent claimed that they had
even seen looting in progress or had seen looters being arrested. The NORC
study team on the scene, however, coul.d verify the theft of only two major
items -- a cash register and a piano. 3

Other disaster research confirms the rarity of looting. A study made
after the 1953 floods in the Netherlands found that, although there were many
reports of looting, law enforcement agencies could discover riot a single
verified case. The Dutch researchers attributed many of the reports of loot-
ing to memory lapses in the inmnediate post-flood period, and pointed out that
a number of people who reported thefts later found the missing items.4 Charles
Fritz and J. H. Mathewson, in a review of disaster studies published up to
1956, concluded that "the number of verified cases of actual looting in recent
peacetime disasters, both in the United States and in foreign countries, is
small .5"-

More recent studies point in the same direction. The Disaster Research
Center at The Ohio State University, in field studies of more than forty
disasters both Lin the Uniited SLaLus and abroad, has found extremely few veri.-
fled cases of looting. Actual police records support these findings. Vor
example, in September 1965, the month Hurricane Betsy struck New Orleans, major
crimes in the city fell 26.6 percent be!ow the rate for the same month in the
previous year. Burglaries reported to the police fell from 617 to 425. Thefts
of over $50 dropped from 303 to 264, and those under $50 fell from 516 to 366.6

Even though the research evidence on looting creates grave doubts as to
its prevalence in natural disaster situations, the belief that looting will
be widespread has important consequences for the police. This belief leads
to the commitment of police personnel to "prevent" such behavior. again, such
personnel might be more effectively utiLized in realistic disaster tasks, such
as traffic and crowd control. It is true, however, if the police did not take
such security measures, they would be severely criticized by other conmnunity
officials who also have similar expectations concerning what "should happen."
It creates the paradox, however, that a major deployment of police in disasters
relates to almost nonexistent problems while other realistic tasks may not be
attended to because of the lack of manpower.
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Search-and- Reescue Activities

One of the V:asks not usually well organized subsequent to disaster impact
is search and rescue. The lack of organization is a result of several factors.
First, the task can be overwhelming if there are a large number of casualties.
Communities may be prepared to handle small periodic emergencies but lack the
routine equipment and personnel to handle large numbers of casualties. Second,
the neea for search and rescue occurs immediately after impact. It also is
characterized by anxiety since there are possibilities of saving lives and
avoiding further injury. Third, the task is likely to be unorganized since
seldom does any one specific communmity organization assume responsibility in
this activity. This uncertainty concerning responsibility places the police
in an ambiguous position as to its r'ole.

Since a significant portion of the force may be on duty and can be dis-
patclhed to the impact area, the police often become involved in search and
rescue. Particularly in the first part of the emergency period, search and
rescue is unorganized and individualized, involving primarily those uninjured
in the impact area aided by incoming organizational personnel, including
policemen. The commitment of these persovnel to such isolated and often
geographically diffuse tasks creates added problems of communication and con-
trol for the department. While a patrolman becomes involved, he may 1',e away
from radio communication and cannot accept other assignments which may reflect
other priorities in the department. When skilled nonpolice personnel who can
assume search-and-rescue tasks enter the area, police officials often order
their patrolmen to leave these initial tasks and to concentrate on other tasks
for which the department has clearer organizational responsibility. The re-
allocation of personnel may be difficult because of communication problems,
the continued commitments of specific policemen, and, sometimes, the individual
patrolman's reluctance to accept other tasks which seem to have less salience.

In any case, the police often become conmmitted to search-and-rescue work
because they are on the scene when the task needs to be accomplished and be-
cause of the absence of other skilled persons. They are organized to respond
and can reallocate personnel so they almost inevitably become involved. Once
conmmitted to these tasks which have high priority, the police find it somewhat
difficult to become disengaged.

Warning and Evacuation

The police department is usually one of the first organizations to learn
of an impending threat or of the impact of a particular disaster agent because
it routinely monitors the conmmunit.y and its environment. The department may
he informed of disaster impact by conmmunity members who have learned to notify
the police about less mundane matters; a specific pratrulman may report the
onset of a focalized disaster agent; or, if it Is a progressive type of disas-
ter agent, police patrol cars at different points in the community may signal
information concerning tle growing impact. in addition, the police often have
access to other communication inputs. They frequently have close ties with
the fire department, occasionally I sharing conuson commulnication facilities or
routinely monitoring each ii thur's calls. In sone coinunit ies, the police may



handle ambulance and other emergency services, In other areas which experience
periodic thrents from tornadoes and hurricanes, the police often have their
own weather Teletype and have a close working relationship with the local
weather bureau.

With these capabilities for coflinuunication and as the recipient of such
information, police departments become the key link in the warning process.
This creates special problems for them and, in turn, forces them into close
relationships with other organizationts within the community. In the past,
many cotmiunities in the United States have been relatively informal about
developing emergency plans. More recently, plans and their implementation
have been given increased attention. Plans developed originally for protection
during possible nuclear attack are frequently activated when a natural disaster
occurs. The police play a key role in these plans because of their mobility
and conmmunications capabilities. In addition, the "authority" of the police
in such situations is accepted mure readily by community members. For example,
Drabek found that families who were warned by the police to evacuate were much
less skeptical of the warning and much more likely to evacuate than those
warned either by peers or by the mass media. 7

With these assets the police often come to see their organization as the
key agency in disaster response, While this image is in large part correct,
this "centrality" sometimes results in a reluctance to keep other community
agencies informed since the role they play in a community emergency is second-
ary. But, particularly in the warning process, failure to pass on information

can affect the operations of almost every other community emergency organiza-
tion. For example, in one case known by the Disaster Research Center, a police
officer in the conmiunications office did not notify other organizations in the
coimmunity because he felt that he should go inmiediately to the field. He also
felt that the warning plan issued by local civil defense was ineffective and
irrelevant. Consequently, the warning system for the whole conmmunity broke
down.

Even if interorganizational comtmunication is effective, the police and
other community agencies often face difficult decisions as to whether warnings
should be issued. This is particularly true where the probabilities of impact
are difficult to assess and where evacuation may be required. This reluctance
to issue warning stems from several factors, Sometimes agencies fear that
warning will evoke panic on the part of the threatened populations even though
research has shown that this is usually not the case. 8 Also there can be a
reluctance to disperse manpower for warnings, particularly if this manpower
might be needed for immediate post-impact tasks. There is also the fear of
looking ridiculous if the threatened impact does not occur. Too, there is
often reluctance to issue warnings which may involve massive evacuation since
they create the need for traffic control and preparations for the shelter and
housing of evacuated populations.

Another particularly difficult problem for the police emerges when persons
are unwilling to leave the threatened area, even when ordered to evacuate. The
police are often reluctant to "force" them to evacuate if their justification
for remaining is their desire to protect their own private property. This
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justification is sometimes combined with an attitude on the part of those who
desire to remain that they can "take it." This combination of reluctance to
evacuate and a "heroic" attitude is found more frequently in areas where
lisasters are recurrent and is reinforced by previous successful attempts in
"1"sitting it out." This particular evacuation dilemma is "resolved" in a
number of ways. Occasionally, warnings are not issued or if they are, no
further action is taken to force evacuation, thus placing the responsibility
for complying on those in the area. Since the legal structure regarding
police powers in a forced evacuation situation is vague in most jurisdictions,
the police sometimes resort to "illegal" means in order to accomplish evacua-
tion. They may enter homes to make certain all residents have left or they
sometimes threaten to charge individuals who are unwilling to evacuate with
"looting" if they remain. Even though such alternatives create anxiety for
the police, such means are generally accepted as being appropriate for the
situation.

Evacuation is particularly problematic for the police. It is a preventa-
tive act which can reduce the consequences of a threat; but those who have to
evacuate only appreciate the lack of consequences if actual risk occurs. That
is, if evacuation is ordered and actual threat develops, then the evacuated
population show appreciation for not being subjected to the consequences. If
evacuation is ordered and no threat develops, then the evacuated population
often blames the agency which ordered the evacuation for their inconvenience.
Since the prediction is always difficult for those disaster agents which allow
warning and evacuation -- such as floods, hurricanes, tsunami waves, tor'iadoes,
"and so on -- community agencies, including the police, often demand mucb con-
firming evidence before ordering evacuation. Since the decision to evacuate
is judgmental, and evidence is seldom clear and overwhelming, community agen-
cies often err on the side of deciding not to evacuate. If people do not
evacuate and experience disaster impact, later they most frequently blame the

-di-sasoter agent; but if People do evcut ad.oni.prenedisaster in.-
pact, they most frequently blame the warning agency.

These then are some of the difficulties faced by the police department
in carrying out tasks in each of the four major categories: traffic and crowd
control, protection of life and property, search and rescue, and warning and
evacuation. it should again be pointed out that a police department will not
necessarily engage in all of these activities in every disaster situation.
Such factors as the size and type f disaster will affect the nature of the
police emergency activities. The consequences of these activities for the
organization will be examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III

ADAPTATION TO DISAS'TER DEMANDS

Heavy demands are placed on a conmmunity and on the organizations in it
when a disaster strikes. Organizations must not only be effective in the use
of their resources such as manpower and equipment, but also be rapid in their
response. During the First few hours, it is usually felt that quick action
may save casualties. Thus there is a greater demand for organizational re- f
sourvces ifn this short period than in any situation that the organization would
normally encounter.

This chapter describes some of the major adaptations police departments
use to cone w.ith the demands placed on them in a disaster. The next chapter
will describe the effects of these demands on the structure and functions of
the organization.

Initial Considerations

It must be remembered that the effect of a disaster on an organization
varies with its type and tasks. In addition, disaster demands may affect
segments of the organization differentially. Too, contingency factors, such
as the time of day at which the disaster occurs, may be important.

Even in those organizations, such as the police, which are geared to
dealing with emergency situations, the routine patterns developed through long
experience prepare the organization only partially for disaster operations.
Because of the demands a disaster makes plus the possible disruption of many
of the facilities which are sometimes taken for granted in avie ing emergency
plans, such as telephone service and accessible streets, an organization
usually has to make a number of decisions regarding the reallocation of its
resources. In general, the police department adapts to the demands created
by a disaster impact in the following ways:

Assigning priority to demands.
Reallocating personnel internally.
Redeploying and recalling field personnel.
Adding extraorganizational personnel.
Reducing and delaying normal tasks.

Assigning Priority to Demands

Police departments always exercise a degree of selectivity in responding
to the demands made upon them even during their routine operation. For exam-
ple, if patrol cars are busy when a report of a burglary and a complaint of
a barking dog are received simultaneously, the person complaining of the
barking dog must wait. The police may explain the delay to the client but,
in certain instances, they may even refuse such a cail. The police, then,
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(perhaps more than anly other organiz'attion) are accustomled to placing priorities
on the various demands made upon them and allocating their resources accord-
ingly. rhis pattern is continued during disaster operations, and only those
calls which are defined to be serious and pertinent are accepted. III this way,
existing resources can be used in the more serious calls. Those complaints------
which would have low priority in normal times are often not assigned by the
dispatcher or are assigned In a desultory fashion: "If you get by such and
such a street, see about so and so." This suggests that the discretion of tho
dispatcher is even more important in a disaster period than during normal
t itime s.

'The,'e are some qualitative differences between the assessmenl: of normal
demands and disaster situation demands. Verification of requests and, there-
fore, structuring the sequence of fulfilling them becomes more difficult in
disaster conditions. For example, the police receive a request for a crano
to lift debris from a man who has been trapped, It may be difficult to dis-
patch a car to the scene for verification of the request but, since the situa-
tion concerns the preservation of life, the call would have high priority.
However, a crane is not ordinarily a part of the departmental equipment and
would have to be obtained from another organization. If the comnlunications
channels are broken or overloaded, obtaining the necessary equipment. is even
more difficult.

In general, incoming reports of the effects and consequences of disaster
impact have a different "fee]." than the routine requests to which the depart-
ment is accustomed. Also, the initial activities and/or assignments of indi-
vidual patrolmen may later show themselves to have low priority. Adherence
to a consistent priority system may be inhibited if there are communication
difficulties or when several high priority items must be accomplished simul-
ctaneously. Tn sp ite of these .di iiItes, I.... Priority systan. is extended
into disaster opetations and is used more consistently since the demands made
on the department frequently, and often continuously, exceed the department's
ability to process them.

Reallec. ting Personnel Internally

The patrol division is the basis of and the historical reason for the
existence of the police department. The other sections of a police department
are .igned to support the patrol division in its basic functions of control-
ling crime, preventing criminal acts, if possible, and solving cases. In most
disasters which have been large enough to necessitate the use of the entire
police force, the patrol division is most often put in command of emergency
operations. Wilson has summarized the basic reasons why patrol most often
oversees operations as:

I. The patrol division has the largest force, and consequently
integration of members of other divisions ;4ith it is more simple
because there is need to impose out--of-the-ordinary control over
a smaller number.
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2. It is the only operating division that invariably provides
twenty-four hour service.

3. It is usually the first to learn of emergency calls and to reach
the scene of action.

4. Since its duties enocompass the entire police field, it has
broader powers and greater responsibility than any other
division. l

The traffic division is becoming increasingly important in modern American

cities and serves as an adjunct to the patrol division. Unlitke tho patrol
division, the tr.-ffic diviion's amanpower is not usually maintained at full
strength around tile clock. Those two basic units -- patrol and traffic -= are
the most important divisions of the police department during disaster opera-
tions. They constitute the major portion of the police department's equipment
and resources; that is, these divisions possess two-way conmiunication in con-
junction with highly mobile and trained units whose men are fawiliar with the

city. This gives the police department special advantage over other

organizations.

An organization can adapt somewhat to the increased demands of a disaster

situation thro,,ilh the internal allocation of personnel. However, reallocation
within a police department is somewhat limited because the police involvement
in disaster activities is similar to their normal duties. Thus, there are
fewer segments of police departments which can be bnifted to supplement field
operations. Records, accounting, and other clerical maintenance divisions are
often staffed with civilians and have no equipment for field work. Tlhe work
load of the equipment maintenance section increases during a disaster and
hence, personnel from this section can only infrequently be released for field
work. In faut, umlntena-ce often becomes increasingly important during disas-
ter crises. Equipment failure can be paralyzing for organizations such as the
police, which depend on mobility. The normnl activities of the detective,
juvenile, and vice units may be suspended dt..ing the disaster period, but the
members of these units are rarely directly utilized in supplementing field
personnel. Instead, they become involved in duties which could be performed
by any individual -- coffee and doughnut supply, keeping status reports, etc.
Their experience and familiarity with field work tends to be ignored as a
source of additional manpower. This may partially result from the fact that

these divisions are "plain clothes" without the uniform which provides a
symbol of authority. A uniform or other visible symbols of authority seem to
be useful during the early stages of the emergency period and the personnel
without such organizational identification cannot be as effectively utilized.
This also pertains to civilian personnel. Perhaps the critical dimension,
then, is the uniform rather than the actual needed skills. However, there are
some duties such as keeping lists of the dead and missing, gathering informa-
tion from hospitals, receiving phone calln fronm concerned relatives and resi-
dents, etc., which the police are not able to perform any better than are
members of other organizations. In these instances, their authority as members
of the department Is, in large part, irrelevant.
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Redep loyin and Rocllln Field Poersone1

'lTe initial operational adjustment which muis L be made by the police
deportment during the disaster period is the redeployment of men already in
the field. rhis may vary from the complex plans of metropolitan police depart-
mets iwherein covering units are automatically sent from other areas Mnd where
field commands are carefully outlined, to the more informal (and typical)
sIethod of dInpatehing patrol cars to designated ,reas and then making decislons
conctirinug where other patrol cars should go.

The typi.cal first reports of a disaster nre vague and Ohe police usually
enter the impact nrea with little awareness of the extent of impact. The first
"reaction in the deployment is to send the cars already on rout'ine patrol near
tile area. They report in, ask for more units, and try to give an estimate of
the number of men needed. At this point, assessment is difficult and an "over-
supply" of men is often sent. lowever, let us assume a diffuse type disaster
in which much manpower is required. By the time that the reporting officers
radio their finding3, tile dispatcher may have received reports of the disaster
from other sources and other areas of the town. If comnulanding officers are
present, they, at this time, may go into the field and designate the handling
So: the disaster activities in the station house to one of the higher ranking
1:.trol officers. If the higher ranking officers (captains and up) are not
pvcsent ,.t this time, the field lieoutenant goes into the area in question, and
the sen'.... ranking officers are contacted and informed of the situation.

When more men are requescod, the first to be assigned to the impact area
are those on patrol or traffic duties. Then off-duty patrolmen and second
priority traffic personnel are called in. 17hey may be contacted according to
a preplanned telephone branch notification system or more informally by calling
each officer's home. The call-in system tlso includes a radio or television
a-n11oW.,cemen't requesting off-duty ,•ftiners to rupoit. Upsm hearino of a disas.
ter, many off-duty officers report in automatically. Often, off-duty officers
from neighboring towns come. These men work informally and frequently as
citizens rather than as policemen because of legat jurisdictional problems.
Most police departments do have an organized plan for telephoning off-duty
officers. Since departments are oriented to emergency activity, policemen
are aware that they may he asked to report at ay time and usually make ar-
rangements enabling the department to contact them. Since the police depart-
ment operates on the basis of a twenty-four hour day, more potential manpower
is available to it than to other community organizations which operate one or
two shifts. This menns that within a short time, a department can amoss from
two to three times the number of personnel it ordinarily requires. The
department s major means of adaption to the increased demands then is the
mobilizatLion of these personnel.

After the initial, mobilization and period of operation, It is frequently
realized that if tile entire force continues to work, all of the men will be
exhousted at the same time. The usual solution is to release a number of men
from duty and to change the work schedule from three eight-hour shifts to two
twelve-hour shits. Tbhis enables a large number of men to be in the field at
anty given time and Yet provides a sufficient supply of rested men. Still many
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patrotlien willI go homie. re.9t for only th~ree or four hours and, unable to rest

longer due to the exci tenenlt of £the event,* will appear for dUty. Thus, there
may he even more manpower inl operation at any giveni time than a forilil anl-
nouncement of' tWelve-hIour shifts would lead ()ne to believe.

Adding E~xtraorgam izational Personnel

['he recall ut itinto rnal personniiel ma WdY11 pi-oy ide the numliber Of p0 rsonlS
needed to sufpplemient field worker.,. Ili this cast,, outside sources of personnel
are sought. if a depnrtmenit has anl auxi liairy police orgimizaiiuiu , its C0111-
wiander is contact-ed and heo, in turn, contacts thQ auxiliary officers. Mean-
while, auxil1iary policemen may report For)t a-ssi ginascai Iwithouil wait ing for
official notification. Thci stale police and sheriff's offices may be contacted
and personnel from thlese units SentL directly Lo spoelific field assignments.
If the Situation requires ovenl mlore mllanpower, conferences between th~e miayor
and the chief of policu way-result Iin a request f-ar the National Guard. On
some occasions, th~is request is made unilaterally by the chief. Other police-
related organizationls maiy Contact the police department to send main, or the
police may contact thorni. This would most typically involve contingenlts of
military police (MP's) or unspeciatlized troops frow a nearby military base.

As noted in chapter one, a police department seldom, if ever, employs
Volunteers in police work. It mtay use Citizen volunteers to some extent in
search and rescile antd may cooperate with volunteer groups lelated to civil
defense and Red Cross, but. the police are reluctant to _nco porate volunteers
in their own organization. Theiy emipiaS izýe thle legal difficultieS involved and
the time required to deputize volunteers. Thei deputizing of volunteers is seen
as risky from the police point of view since they might inudvertantly deputize
people who have prison records, or who might commliit crimes while performing
their pet ice" ass Igrumen tr One of iv:l~l sqummied Ilp the policef att irlid ill iliis

remark that, inl addition to the above reaS,)ns, thec police must be disciplined
and trained to duty, While voltun Leers Would notL ho so trained and might runl
off at a crucial moment to check onl their fami lies. Whether this is true or
not, it does seem to represent tile feel ing.- of the police toward volunteers.
Thie Disaster Researchi Center did observe oine instance where volun teers Were
deputized as temporary police. The situation did create problems for the
organization in regard to the dSSignmlent anld COntrVOl Of thle volunteers. Accu-
sat ions of looting were made against Lheem and their use was shrouded inl a
general feeling of distrust and con~fusion Oil the part of the p~ublic as well
as the regular members of the police departmenmt.

Roductlug and I)e-Lvlf NomlT,11ý

Mirinug the hi ghi demand perioad of a di saistoer, whichi may last several li. urs
oi- several davs - many' normal duties, of bot he Ilaciine and, staff sections of ti.e
o1rgan izat ion a1re su:;penlded. Reports and var ioes types ofI paper wort( performed
by the line Office rs and the ir coruxwnde vs are of miiti ai um concern inl a disaster

EM -ild are co C1,eqen ~lt v delaved . Mos t paper we rl Ill 1!10 S L;lff sect ion at- o gets
delayed, and even tlie re la Live! imapo rtaint oper it ionls la1g .'ia\ le mieglec ted.



Deter:- i\'O work involving long- termn investigative duties is set aside. Th e
normal traffic assignmlents for that period are ignored and reassignment is
miade ,)n the basis of Lthe traffic problems caused by Lthe disast~er.

The patrol units ofucn leave their usual patrol p)osts and become involved
in disaster field activities. The remnaining patrols (of which there may be
none in the first hours) must cover different and broader territories, Thus,
patrol changes to some extent from the. narrower routine duties to the br-oader,
more general police duties. Trhe men remaining on regular patrol are less con-
cerned Withi misdemeanor arrests, su~ch as the arrest and booking of drunks, but,
turn their attent tOIL to the prclter tion of property.

The rate of normal coniplaý t calls to the police decreases during the
emergency period, Most of tne calls reaching the police concern the disaster
event, especially in a dliffuse type disaster. The minor complainants either
have "larger"1 problems to worry about or perhaps realix.e that thme police are
otherwise occupied.

There i~s one other factor that should be mentioned here. Wlhile many of
the routine police Lasks i3re ignored or delayed, there is also a reduction in
the types of activities which normally absorb the organi/ationial effort of
the police department. A di ffuse disaster interrupts the total life of the
commiunity, 'Including both legal and illegal activity. In each disaster [ARC
hies o' ierved, Lthe rate of normal notidisas ter- related complaints has diminished.

This k'iction may continue for several days or weeks. Part of this reduction
set-m5 c a. be created by the feeling of community solidarity whic], emerges during
Lthe emergenicy period._ Toe, disaster activities provide a dliversion as well as
an opportunit~y for the participation of many citizens. In addition, as we
have alreztdy sugg2s tod, because of the reduction in regular patrol. activ'ities
,Wd Lthe ')\';ert iinorin', of minlor offor -tý-,, the nortmaJ. demnallV Onl thr. police are A

even furtnicr r(educed.

In atny disaster large vcoughi t.o reqjUire extensive mobilization of tFhe
police tc meet tedemands, a series of adaptat ions !in organizatiqnal Croce-
dures occurs. 'nitiallv attention is given tc- assessing thie demands made on

-- -Litie (LopartieleniL ,nd setting primar iti es for [i-Ifi ] Iing them, Such priorities
are VLier~al.1% I.'tiided 1-)v -] Iread,, cxistijimw procedures, WiI~i~ call he itplemnenLed
in the "imew" s ' at ion. Iany in tUicm i-egence; period, ;ome in terinalI real lo-
cai ion of~ perqonae] .I Ic -LSU~illv niade . i~is tyoe of ada i, 101o~ has I m~ ts since
the poli it hive em ''nnecessrv''it-'. is toirca. ! u in ornertecies.
IfIi e mnaj 10 Id . pt a i "11s :I-.. i de tolve Lthe ;. and r( d -P~ I Helý f c d per-
aonllliel anld thz' vx enU -, F.---- -c 1

1 
e elitf-du ty

zhifts', thv poti-< 6,~- 1~ 0 t -ul, __ r-v Iq i i IttO
tri ,)l ie in m l'.- ..- soi nte, f tiin;

-;I 1 1 1 e Ii L i t ' It hu o~the(r 1!i1-s ,_ Vj. t -r d t-m I,, - iiil
- - - I -fi~-* 'rt:ain 10' C lkllti) a. i01:



involving traffic control and security, can be handled by extraorgani27ational
personnel, such as police auxiliaries, National Guard, county and state patrol-
men, and in rare instances, deputized volunteers. A final adaptation commonly
used is the delay of routine, normal police tasks until the major part of the
emnergency is over. Such anticipated delays, however, are often less necessary
since normal. rates of complaints as well as the number of certain offenses
tend to decrease during the emergency period. This allows the department to
focus mor learly on its emergency tasks.
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FOOTNOTES: Chapter III

1. 0.W. Wilson, Police Administration (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1950), p. 55.
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CHAPTER IV

CONSEQUENCES OF DISASTER ACTIVITIES FOR THE ORGANIZATION

With the possible exception of the fire department, the police exhibit
fewer structural changes and undergo less stress than any other organization
which may become involved over the course of the disaster operations. This
is related, of course, to the very nature of the organization itself. As
mentioned in previous chapters, the police may be characterized in terms ef
what has been called a Type I or "established" organization carrying out
"regular tasks" in and around the impact zone. Thus in pre-disaster situa-
tions such organizations may be characterized as bureaucratic structures
having fairly clear lines of authority, defined communication channels, and
relatively explicit decision-making roles. In addition to these character-
istics, most Type I organizations and especially the police have plans for
mobilization in the event a disaster strikes. Quite often operations go on
around the clock and, for this reason, extra personnel are always available.
In addition predetermined plans usually exist for the notification of off-
duty personnel. Many categories of personnel, however, are expected to report
without any notice whatever. Another reason for the relative lack of stress
and structural change in such organizations as the police is that each posi-
tion can be filled by any one of several persons. Thus the organization can
withstand loss of personnel and still continue to operate in a fairly effi-
cient manner.

The Operating Context

Disaster operations, however, are always problematic to a greater or
lesser degree as old patterns must be adapted to new, emerging situations.
Thus even established organizations with the above factors working in their
favor encounter operational problems. The basic problem can be seen as
adapting the functioning of the ongoing organization to radically changed
environmental conditions. This is a problem faced by the police as well as
other similarly structured disaster-relevant organizations.

The characteristics of this new situation in which the police find them-
selves i'orking have been discussed elsewhere. Those characteristics most
relevant to the police are the following:

1. Immediately after i pact there are conditions of great

uncertainty.

2. inunediately ifter impact there are conditions of great urgency.

3. Some organizational autonomy is lost during the emergency
p er:• od. •

For the purposes of illustrating these poinLs, a disaster such as the
tornado will he asssumed. Also, it will be assumed tnhat the department being
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discussed is of the size that might be found in any American city in the
100,000 to 500,000 population range. As one moves above or below this range,

differences will occur but they will not be too extreme. Such an assumption
is also made for the remainder of the chapter.

lImnediately after any disaster has struck a community, conditions of
great uncertainty exist. The extent of damage is unknown as is the statuL
of personnel and equipment. While it is known that heavy demands are likely
to be made on the organization, little is known as to what their nature or
duration will be. Thus the police, like other organizations, find themselves
in a situation of knowing that a great deal will be demanded of theni but
knowing little of what these demands will be or of their capacity to respond

to them.

Related to this- uncertainty is a sense of urgency or what has been called
a need to "do something." Thus it is common to find police committing large
numbers of men and equi.pment to action before adequate information about the
situation is available. Often more resources are committed than are necessary,
and at times are wasted in performing unnecessary tasks. It has also been

observed that traditional routines become "unnecessary luxuries" under the
press of the conditions of urgency. These points will be elaborated in this
chapter.

During -he emergency period it is common to find all organizations
experiencing a loss in autonomy. Organizations are no longer capable of
controlling their relationship to the environment and for this reason they
can no longer make decisions as to their own activities in relative isolation.

Coordination with others is literally forced on al.l organizations. The
problem of loss of autonomy is one that seems ",siicially crucial to the
police as they often regard themselves as being .ne logical focus of "command"
of disaster operations. Thus clashes with other organizations claiming this
right have been known to occur. This, of course, suggests the need for inter-
organizational planning before a disaster occurs, a point to be discussed in

the next chapter.

These f.%ctors -- uncertainty, urgency, and loss of autonomy -- are major
elements in the operating context in which the police department finds itself

in disasters. Operations in this context have consequences for the structure
and functioning of the department since many of the changes which occur are
unanticipated and, in turn, affect the capacity of tihe organization to respond

effectively. These changes can be noted primarily in:

1. 'he authority structure,
2. Lhe decision-making process,

3. communication channels.

The Authority Structure

Changes :.n the authority structure of the police can be seen at two
different levels: those which occur at headquarters and those in the field.
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Headquarters Operations

In the pre-disaster period the authority structure of a department would
resem~le the pattern shown in figure 7. Studying this figure, one notices
that with one exception, it does not differ greacly from the structure of
most other bureaucratic organizations. T1he dispatcher and communications
unit as a whole occupy a central position in the flow of information and to
a lesser extent in the determinatio, of ass& nments. Therefore, while the
communications division is usually organia and commanded like most other
divisions, it has been singled out for emphasis in figure 7.

FIGURE 7: Pre- Disaster Organizational Structure

- Chief

- " -- Assistant Chiefs or

-- - •- - - + -Division Majors

- -- Captains or

Dispatcher> Unit Commanders
(e.g. Vice, Communications)

• Lieutenants of each shift

i Sergeant

SPatrolmen

- ------ Flow of information only

Flow of information plus advice and assignments

a In many ways the pattern illustrated in figure 7 does not change markedly
in overall disaster operations. Characteristically, at impact an officer
(usually the senior officer on duty) is designated as being in charge during
disaster operations. Thus a certain amount of authority of a coordinating
nature shifts from the chief of police and other high-ranking officers to the
"disaster officer" whose major duty becomes the deployment of men, material,S~and any additional hel p which may arrive. Such additional help usually comes •

from personnel who are members of off-d',ty shifts and who h .i, either been
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called in or have reported on their own initiative. Normally they are assigned

either to their regular officer or to another unit which, while expanded in

size, is organized in a manner not too different from that of normal times.
A second major source of manpower is the police auxiliary or reserve force.
The only significant difference in the way it operates in a disaster as opposed
to normal times lies in the fact that the reserve commanding officers will

work directly under the designated disaster officer rather than the person to

whom they are normally responsible. In addition it is not uncommon to find

the disaster officer changing the structure of the shifts.

If charted, the chain of comunand during disaster operations for most

departments would resemble figure 8. Several points should be made in relation
to figure 8. First, it should be emphasized that such a structure, while

representing what seems to be a striking departure from normal authority pat-

terns, usually emerges in the early phases of disaster operations, mainly

FIGURE 8: Organizational Structure: Initial Disaster Operations

Assistant Chiefs N Chief

Captains - I
Lieutenants of Shifts t . uz& Disaster Office

Sergeants

Patrolmen i spatcher

-Flow of information

---- Flow of authority
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dutring the time when search-and-rescue operations are being conducted. As
the situation becomes more clearly defined in terms of the demands to be
placed on the organization, the chain of command shifts back toward a form
resembling that shown in figure 7.

A second point concerns the role of the communications unit. If this
unit is essential during normal times, its importance during disaster opera-
tions cannot be overemphasized. Often it is the only source of contact the
police have with the field, at least in the early phases. More will be added
on this unit later but it is important to point out now, in figure 8, the
centrality of conmmunications to police operations in disasters. Without
accurate information the disaster officer cannot begin to lake decisions
regarding either the deployment of men and equipment or any operations the
police might undertake.

Thus far the discussion of the authority structure and the effects of a
disaster on the normal chain of command has dealt only with operations at
headquarters. This aspect of operations, while exhibiting significant changes
shortly after impact and perhaps a certain aniount of stress, usually operates
rather smoothly and assumes a highly organized nature soon after impact. Such
factors as size, nature of disaster, amount of preplanning, and the efficiency
of conmmunications between the field and headquarters can act either to increase
or decrease this general efficiency. T'his conclusion, however, holds only for
the patterns of authority at tht headquarters and cannot be generalized to
field operations or to the decision-making process.

"Field Operations

In discussing the field operations of the police in a disaster, it is
important to keep in1 mind the basic chlaracteri.stics of t organzaton.
Per" ,ps most crucial for understanding what happens in the field is the para-
military structure of the police.

While the resemblance to the military -- in the use of ranks, insignia,
and in many other ways -- is striking, the comparison can be misleading. It
has been suggested by Janowitz and others in studies of the military that the
soldier can best be seen as a part of a unit. in most noncombat situations
lhe has little autonomy, exercises little initiative, and acts only when com-
imanded. Even in normal situations, a patrolman finds himself in a vastly
different context. Ic often patrols alone or at most with one other patrol-
man. While he must handle each siruz-tion in termns of legal rules, he is
expected to do so alone and without counsel, except in unusual or difficult
situations, In this sense, the lone patrolman finds his analogue pn.rhaps
more closely in the professional working in a large bureaucratic organization.
Each is an "island" working for the most part alone, but on defined tasks.

If the policeman resembles a professional more than a peacetime soldier,
what happens to him in a disaster is ana logous to what is experienced b%- a
soldier as lie enters battle. The effects of combat upon the organization of
military u\i ts hias been well documented, especially by Janowitz . lie suggests
Lhat "in combat tihe nain telance of initiative has become a requirement of
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greater importance than the rigid enforcement of discipline,'2 J.inowitz
points out the effects of combat on the individual soldier and, to a certain
extent, on the combat unit, in the following way,

The combat soldier, regardless of :-ilitary arm, when conmmitted
to battle, is hardly the model of /the/ ideal bureaucrat following
rigid rules and regulations. In certain respects he is the ant ith-
esis. The combat fighter is not. routinized and self-contained.
Rather, his role is one of ,rt0it improvisation, regardless of
his service or weapon. lmpro', iath-m is the keynote of the individ-
ual fighter or combat grouFp. • ml ,cpact of battle destroys men,
equipment, and organizatio, that ,:ed constantly to be brought back
into some foirm of unity tI-nugt on-the-spot improvisation. fn
battle the planned division ruf labor breaks down with the occurrence
of contingencies not anticipated by tactical doctrine. Persistent
initiative and improvisation would, however, lead to a gradual dis-
sipation of tactical units, unless the integrity of the larger
organization was not periodically reinforced. Withdrawal to reserve
locations provides opportunities for reaffirmation of the doctrine
and values of the larger organization, re-evaluation of improvised
solutions, and realignment of personnel. 3

Initiative, improvisation, and finally reorganization are the key words
which form the basis of the anclogy between the police in a disaster and thle'
military in battle. Individual policemen take initial action often without.
reporting to headquarters. Improvisation occurs in that certain tasks are
accepted which strictly speaking are not police functions and these tasks are
often not performed in "official" ways. As the situation begins to clarify,
reorganization begins to take place. Perhaps the best way to illustrate
these processes is to describe the tasks and the consequent decision-making -
structure which evolves from the point of initial warning (if there is any)
to the point in time at which the conmmlunity has returned to a relative state
of normalcy.

The Decision-Making Process

The impact of the disaster on the deciaion-making process can best be
seen in the context of different stages of involvement in the disaster. At
least four phases of the disaster involvement of the police can be identified:

1. warning and impact,
2. mass assault,
3. reorganization,
4. cleanup.

Warning and Impact Phase

SThe first of the pluhse: o[ disaster involvement begins upon the receipt
of a warning from some. outside( source that the area is in danger. This warn-
ing may vary from several days as in a hurricanie, to absolutely none as might



occur with an eal thquake. The ideal would be, of course, to have as much time
for preparation as possible. This time, however, is usually not available in
tny extended forin. The problems o! this phase become those of efficiency
rather than of overcoming stress. The disaster has not occurred and there
always remains the hope that it will not Lake place. Therefore, emotional
factors are not as influential as they are after impact, and all men and
equipment are still operational.

Decision making in this phase remains quite organized and does not
deviate too greatly from usual patterns. This tends to be related to the
factors just cited, but perhaps even wore relevant is the presence or absence
of disaster plans. If such plans are present, decision making is vastly sim-
plified as the only major decision becomes whether to operationalize the plan
or not. Where such plans must be evolved on the spot, decisions often are
made in haste, without adequate informatJi-, nbout what mn'y be about to happen,
and by personnel who may or may not have the legitimate authority and qua]ifi-
cations to do so. This, however, usually is not as great a problem in this
phase as it may become after impact. Decision making for the most part is
speeded up but still remains within previously prescribed channels.

'[he principal tasks performed in this phase center around warning and
evacuation. It often is the responsibility of the police to activate warning
devices such as civil defense sirens or other similar mechanisms. Also,
people must be contacted who are in potential danger areas and removed to
areas of safety. This creates traffic problems as well as problems of coor-
dination. lloweker, a more serious problem, at least for the individual
patrolman, is caused by people who may refuse to leave the area. [he police-
man must decide whether he can force them to leave or not and if so, by what
ILW•LLI5 *

As can be seen, the scope of tasks perfon:-,.ýd itt the warnina phase is in
most cases quite narrow. This wili vary with the amount of warning given.
Mien the warning period is short, obviously not much can be done in the way
of preparation, However, preparat. in this phase have been observed that
were quite broad and detailed. This ,i.enomenon usually is found only where
what have been called 'disaster subcultures" exist and where warning periods
are extended. Example:s would be Gulf coast or Atlantic coast cities such as
Miami or New Orleans which are especially vulnerable to hurricanes. On the
other hand, there are many instances on record where threat is indicated but
where no preparations were wade.

In suimmary, then, the warning phase may be nonexistent, or it may he
extended over several days. The tasks usually revolve around the functions
of warning and evacuation. These may be quite simpile and narrow in scope or
very broad and complicated depending on the time factor, the presence or
absence of disaster plans, the size of the dcpartl`1en0t, andl many other factors.
1Decision inaking remains fair>y structored in most cases although the demands
of thie Si ituat ion m;iv somewhat speed tip the process.m BMW
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?iat-ts Assalilt Phase

'rhe. inass assatill phal~se be'inls iMmlediate lv a fter imipact I t is; during
this period that mos05t 0' tile p robN01 lins o anl organ izat boa fl tnature develop
within tile polIice depai Linen tt Sea re,- and- rescue opeLra ions make tip) tie bulk(
of L1hC tASks perfornied, and LO .3 Certain 0Xtent there is a breakdown of
autholrity (al though most 1 1gib pol ice of fici als will not admit this). Ti these
firSt few hours tile pOi iev Lenld tO aSS1iuie all\, tas ks not being perforivetI by
other organ iZAtiOnS it) additionl to what are thecir officially defined tasks.
According to Lthe police1 these t asks are assumed simply because no one else is
doing them. Thlere is, however, Veaison Lu belie've LhaL a second reason [or
assuming these tasks is to aggrand i x their own authority and their role as
protectors of] thle commuii~nity. At any rate, Conflict can and does develop as
other orizanizations move into thle field and take over soame of these functions.
For example, conflict. between the police and the local civil defense organli-
zat-inn often occurs wherever civil defense has been given the Overall le jure
authority for disaster operations. Police regard this as their legitimate
domain since they have trained mien and equipmen~lt available twent~y-10,7 four hurs
a day and feel they know thle city bost. Also, resentment is expressed in thle
form of thle complaintL that the pol ice do all tite- work hut get none of thle
cred it.

Due to thle rushed nature ýf activities during this period many members
of the organization act onl tlL'i r ownii initiative and begin "doing something."
Men are as-kumied to be in the field performing tasks and no verification of
their act ivities is made. in this sense men are "lost' to dIepartmental con-
trol. Add itienally, it is not unusuial to find many high-ranking officers
rushing out into thle ficld giving more orders tihan is normal and giv.ing them
to personnel not actually uinder theil rCommand. I'tius, thle nornial hierarchy
is ci rctiivcnt~ed wi th, for UcXam le , .i ca'ptzLain givn orders to apatO.mi
rat-her than a1 lieietenlant . AS a result , decision waking becomes hiaphazard.
1N1a1y officers who should be at headquarters are in the fil(-Jd, thu~s forcing
important dec is ions regardintg coordination and reconnaissance furthler down
the chain of command. In effect, thie efforts of these officers are ut-il ized
lit nar-ow and of[ten ii-relevaint. tasks, gi ven tLhe overall demands of the si Lua-
t ion. Since field operattions are unorganiized and radio traffic is heavy,
patrolmen often make decisions they otherwise would not at temp: without cont-
sul1 tat ion.- Also, these decisions, rither that' beintg made in terms of legal
requirements antd/or pol ice reguilations, are made spontancous ly in terms of
tile narrow Scope Of the imnied jate situation Thiiis phienomlen~s occur nios t
often in smaller depart ments hut. hasz been observed even inl large departments.
It is a potential problem inl anv size city.

Many exaiup I s of such rushed anld unconsidered act ion have been encourn-
tet-eui. In one c i t\ rela-tive lv i nexpt-ri enced in biand Iioug d isastoers , all 110t
a handfu hIof the en Li te po lire force wMnt to the site Of at shiopp ini,. center
wh ich had been hlit I,\ e a tot-n 1(1. Ibis left traffic dangerious lv t augled inl
othler prat-s of tile ci tv [and cireated 1pr-oi,0Iemus i ut~t tint, !eopC0I to t'e ho0spi-
tal . A si mi I r c ircuni~s taicu occur cid ill tolother ci L.IvAe Wiellull and eq u I pslileltt
we re senit tto [the are iI i t st rupii ii o d.mnaged - AC Lual 1v tliu Ltrn ado- had cuit
,I ýw~th t hrouwbth t,'~ tolt I't ti OW rui d ;It!) it iibseqi ull ( IV had to h' e i'-plp oi l

wit 1-1, l id.er ,! le l jul , llt ilI ! i ci ! t



These tiay be extreme casus, but the fact remains that they did occur.
Planning and a careful survey of needs made before the colmuitment of resources
can help prevent the development ot such a state of disunity. The attempt to
develop a picture of the effects of the disaster is needed before effective
action on the part of the police or any other organization can be taken.

In summary, the mass assault phase, while short in duration, tends to be
the most poorly organized. Action tends to occur before the need for it has
ever been clearly established. AutIhority patterns break down to a certain
extent and decision maiing is haphazard and carried out in terms of criteria
other than those officially prescribed. Men and officers tend to rush into
the field when often their presence would be more valuable elsewhere. Those
called in from off-duty may never report for assignment as they become i.n-
volved in tasks before ever arriving at headquarters. Police tend to get
involved in a wide variety of tasks, ostensibly to fill a vacuum created by
the temporary inaction of other organizations. Thus in a situation where
order and careful consideration of a variety of factors is required, uncon-
sidered and often undirected action commonly characterizes the organizational
response.

Reorganization Phase

The reorganization phase usually begins anywhere from two to five hours
after impact and may last as long as twenty-four hours. Duties are assigned
formally, shifts may be reorganized, work crews are formed, and police are
pulled out of tasks which are not theirs to perform. Toward the end of this
period many patro's are back on normal duty and the structure of authority
resembles much more closely that of normal times with the exception of the
disaster officer. A command post has been set up and the search is over or
at least proceeding in an organized way. Traffic is also under control.

Decision making as a result becomes much :lore rational in that informa-
tion is more readily available. In addition the overall needs of the stricken
area are considered when any action is taken, quite different from the nature
of decision making in the mass assault phase. This is in part a response to
a need for unified action. Security is the emphasis at this stage, and
patrolling and setting up cordons and pass systems require organization by
definition so as to avoid needless overlap.

In this period the police continue to perform many of their routine (but
not necessarily emergency) duties such as the protection of property. It is
at tii is point that other erganizations mtay begin to assume mary of the coor-
dinating roles in the disaster. Whereas in the mass assault phase the police
-re wainly concerned witLh emergency tasks such as search and rescue, opera-
tions in this, phase are concerned with the protection of property and keeping
unauthorized personnel such as sigl.tseers a;av froro the area. Traffic control
reattails a major concern.

Thi statement mlrde ab'oe that decision titakint, is moT" rational dt1. Lng
1this nhasc n1eeds to be qualified. It is '1Ot ttcoMntnn to find police making
decisions in terms of Ptany popularized misconcepiion's of w;:-t actually happens
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11 .3 disasIVTr. l'he one t 'nsi re i,vant il th i• i' q-ve iq t ,. idea that propert
left unguarded will be looted. lhc police often coliinit man,, men to the tLasks
of protecting property by manning cordons avd similar devices. As wo have
already indicated, looting is not a major problem in natural disasters. Thus
what appears to be a rational decision to commit large numbers of men and
large amounts of material to security operatiot.s turns out to he a decision
which is based on a false concept of the nature of disasters, Such a decision
may actually even hamper the onset of the fourth phase of cleanup. This is
rot to say some emphasis on security is not needed. nlowever, rather thon
large numbers of men, a single patrolman cruising the area in a marked car
and perhaps roadblocks at key entrances to the stricken area are often all
that is needed.

In summary, the reorganization phase is keynoted by planning and (for the
most part) rational decision making. Security and traffic control have re-
placed search and rescue as prime concerns, albeit this concern is to a cert-in
extent misplaced. InformaticL is available and the situation has been defined.
Authority has been reasserted and by the end of the period many patrols and
other divisions are back to their regular duties. Cleanup is already under
way.

Cleanup Phase

The cleanup phase usually begins about twenty-four hours after impact and
may last anywhere from two days to several weeks. By the time this phase has
begun almost all police are back to their normal duties and are on normal
schedules. Special police work in this phase is minimal and consists mainly
of skeleton crews assigned to oversee operations and perform such tasks as
traffic control where heavy equipment is in use. Decision making and authority
structures have also returned to normal patterns. Thus the essence of this
phase is little involvement coupled with a return to normal, routine operations.

In summary, initial police activities center aroLnd warning and evacuation
with subsequent shifts to search and rescue and finally to the establishment
of security. It is primarily during the search-and-rescue phase that routines
are severely disrupted. At this point "valor becomes the better part of dis-
cretion" as authority tends to break down and decision making becomes haphazard
in nature. Otherwise the police tend to operate rather smoothly as they cope
with the disaster situation. One factor which if not handled effectively can
disrupt the best of disaster plans is communications, and it is to this area
that attention is now directed.

Communication Channels

The communications center is virtually the hearc of the operation of any
police department in normal times. When disaster strikes this importance be-
comes even more evident. The volume of communications traffic shoots up
drastically and is centered about reports of damaged areas, requests for
equipment and men, and instructions for their deployment. A gleater variety
of communication devices is used. Such changes can and often do create great
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p roblems if not at i ti ipat' .j or if tiev :are left to c-hance. Disasters have
bc,,' rI, seiv-ed in w ichh -hese problems hae .in large measore been overcome, but
these nppear o1 he exceptions. For example, New Orleans in the hurricane and
floods of 1905 had three radio channels open to the police, one of which was
designated solely for dis.aster use. Even with this elaborate setup, however,
problems did develop of a minor nature. Commnications are always problematic,
and for smaller departments or less well equipped and prepared departments the
problems are tikely to be plentiful.

If for no other reason, conumunications become a problem because of sheer
volume. The rate of telephone calls, for example, goes up drastically as the
following table, compiled from information gathered during the Chicago snow-
storm of January 1967, illustrates.

TABLE

TELEPHONE CALLS TO CHICAGO POLICE

Normal Day Emergency Period
Friday Friday

October 31, 1966 January 21, 1967

Total Calls ...... 6,991 14,939

Overload ......... 169 1,559

Busy Signals ..... 723

One factor lessening the imipact of the disaster on the communications unit is
the fact that minor complaints tend to decrease and hpeomp almost nonexistent
during the disaster operations. Dogs suddenly stop barking and people no
longer hear "strange noises" downstairs. Additionally criminal acts such as
robberies also tend to diminish in frequency. Those that are called in are
noted and if they can be defined as looting receive immediate (if possible)
response. However, if the perpetrator has left the scene, these are usually
referred to the detectivc division for later action. lt should be pointed
out that many calls are for information only, Thus the "little old lady who
doesn'r like barking dogs" may still be active.

Radio traffic followb a similar pattern. Calls for normal duties such
as accident investigation tend to decrease while the increase in radio usage
related to the disaster is tremendous. During normal times most radio ýtse
centers around the dissemination of assignmeats by the dispatcher and calling
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in o! stav•,s repo. Lt- by pat rol-men. In a disaster this 0-,-, to rcpor*r'• 0

damage, requests lor men iond matcrial , a•nd instru ctoions tor ]ep|iimelt . i..ach
of these types of comnmunication has problems associated with it.

'llie conununication uf damage reports mnd subsequent requests for aid tenid
to be heaviest in the early phases of disaster operitions. especially duriimm;
the mass assault phase. As these damage reports come in, one serious problem
usually develops. One dispatcher mentioned that a larLy number of officers
became so excited after a tornado that they all wanted to give running accounts
of every fallen tree rather than overall summarip" of damaged areas. Such
accounts, of course, clog valuable air space and make it ditficult both for
the dispatcher in his attempts to evaluate the situation and get messages out,
and for other men il the field wishing to contact headquarters. Reasons for
this vary from the excitement of the moment to more conquerable ones such as
the fact that many men in the field simply do not understand the nature of
information needed by the dispatcher nor the damaging effects their monopoli-
zation of the radio can have.

Requests for equipment and men often present problems as well. As men-
tioned earlier, it is rare that a systematic reconnaissance is made before
such requests are submitted. Also, high ranking officers many times have
rushed into the field and begun making requests without haviyn a complete
picture of overall community needs. Unless the dispatchers are especially
efficient, an uneven distributinn of resources is inevitibuce in such cir-
cumstances.

To counteract this, a high ranking officer, often with some political
officials, eventually endeavors to make a reconnaissance to get an overall
view of the situation. Problems arise, however, in that police often regard
this infermation as being for their use alone and refuse (or attempt to
refuse) to release it to other organizations except by specific request. 'ib1is
of course adds to their perceived role as key agent in disaster operations.

Given the problems just mentioned, the efficient deployment of men and
material, especiaily in the early stages, becomes nearly impossible. For

example, decisions regarding the usage of resources may not be made by the
disaster officer but rather by someone in communications. This occurs because
the disaster officer is also tryig to gather information s.ad is atterti.,n,
to coordinz.te extraorganizational personnel and men from other shifts, as well
as dealing with various other problems. In this light it becomes even more
crucial to have efficient and well trained personnel manning tile conmmnications
center.

As a part of general deployment activities the dispatcher is passing out
assignments to men. While many of these may be specific and clearly defined,
the term "assignment" is not to be taken literally. Often included are such
odd jobs as escorting dignitaries or showing the National Guard where to go.
A common occurrence in the early stages is tell ing an officer that "something"
is occurring "somewhere" and he is to "see what he can do."
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Ant additional task handled hy the comatuuidcatiorts center relevant to
deployiment is contacting by telephone, it operative. various businesses which
have equipment tneeded in the I ield. l'lii CquipnTLt may vary iror. flashlights
to cranes. Also being contact-d are various ho.pitals. On the surface this
task does not scent to be too difficult as long an telephones are operative
or men are available to serve as runners,. llowever, it has been found that
111any of the lists of phone numbers, and oven of addresses, are seriously out
of date, a process that can occur rather rapidly. lFor Attemely large police
departments, this aspect of deplluvment is not serious as it owns most of the
equipment it would 'ieed ini a disaster. Unfortunately few departments are
cqaipped on such a scale; thervtore this problem reods to occur in most
departments.

So far, discussion has been devoted only to coummunication between head-
quarters and the field, and to a limited degree within headquarters. Communi-
cations between units and areas in the field is also a critical aspect of
disaster operations. Once again radio is the primary means of interaction
among field units, but this often must be supplemented by other means due to
the great volume of air traffic. The main qupplementary means of field com-
munication art, walkie-talkie, runners or cruising patrolr,-n, and the setting
up of field conmand posts with a patrol car or similar unit :erving as field
telephone.

Walkie-talkies have not been in general use until recently because of
their limited range, but where they have been used they have been found to be
quite effe( ive. However, their scarcity combined once again with the linlita-
tions of any radio or short wave system precludes total reliance on them as
an effective means of communication. Messenger systems are often set up and
in addition, officers in the field may cruise from scene Lu s,.,e to visually
supplement information coming in from other sources.

An additional aid to field communications lies in the use of field com-
niand posts. In at least one disaster these were set up in the first hours
after a tornado had struck to assist in search-and-rescue activities by
requesting ambulances, men, and material, and by assisting volunteers and
members o. other organizations. By the next day these had become firmly
established field headquarters located at definite intersections. However,
their primary task had become one of coordinating the efforts to maintain
bC~uciig~ and traffic C.Ontrol. Perlhaps thei RraetvluhwvrWSi
acting as a filter between central headquarters and the field. Unnecessary
communications were screened out and the dispatchers were relieved of some
of the pressure their job entails.

To sunmmarize, it must be emphasi.,cd that communication operations are
perhaps the most critical for the performance of the entire police organiza-
tion. A rapid increase in the volume of both line and air traffic is generally
experienced with both being used somewhat inefficiently, at least in the early
phase of operations. Transmissions center around damage reports, requests for
men and material, and the actual deployment of these resources. Each of these
creates its own unique set of problems. Field contununications are handled
mainly by radio and to a lesser degree by walkie..talkie and messenger systems.
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Con.aiild pIio t i l,:!11) ir1 I[ u fiv.d Ot,_'o 1 - itd this pJ-occs . 1'. conw usiou ,
corrununicat•tons ark1 c1u jc'al and compliicaled. .nd |orti an .rcA of di zatstvr
operations which mT..rt h- efticientlv hanolvd if thce police are to siti•Iac-

torily perfi-rut in a diraster.

A Final Note on Differential Impact

One factor which has been implilcd throughout the d iýc-iFsion but- has nvver
been specif ical ly h !ghl igh ted is th. dit ferent ial impac[t a disastcr agvoaL has
on differe L segments of the police department. l'he dem.-nds created bh the
disaster situation do not have a unitary citeect on all segme-.ts ol [ho organ-
ization. As has already been suggested, curtain divisions are more relevant
than others. Too, certain segments of the organization arc affected earlier
than others. For example, taking the two main segments of the organization,
line and staff, the disaster event affects the line functions first and most
significantly while later and to a lesser degree, It affects the staff func-
tions. (Sue fig. 9.)

FIGURE 9: Disaster Effects on Organizational Functions

"Disaster Effects - Line Staff

Typical peaks of activity of various segments of the police department
are shown in figure 10. This figure assumes an instantaneous diffused type
of disaster. The curves are illustrative of comparisons and are not measure-
ments of organizational rates of activity or manpower used.

The following outline summarizes the nature of the demands which are
made on the various segments of the organization during the emergency period.

Maintenance Division: Under great stress during the emergency period caused
by high demand for any available equipment and increased
use rate causing a much greater breakdown rate. They
continue to deal with the disaster after line segments
return to normal activity since they are responsible
for repairs and replacement of damaged equipment. In
certain disasters, the police may lose a large amount
of equipment. Thus disaster effects on the organiza-
tion may last longer than the emergency period. in
such cases, overall police strength is lowered and
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FIGURE 10: Variations in Ltvtisiondo Act~ivity

Warning and Impact Mu 1,AsOII Reorganization Cleanup

Vice, Juvenile,
and Detective ----

Patrol. -- -

Traffic -

Communinicutions______

Maintenance .u__-

Rocords --

great demands are later put onl tile financial-adminis-
trative units. Itecaus,.e 01 this, the Gisaster ultimately
may affect policy ill staff units as well as field units.

Vice Division: "Odd jobs" increase demands to the 'Pxtent that somic
Juvenile Division: of their regular work may be deferred hut( greatest
Detective Division: pressulre oil Lhe )-.ganization is not in these divisions.

Patrol Division: Greatcnt prensure on the organization is in these
rraffic Division: divis ions and eXLral man31power is assigned hiere. Duties

arc analogous to norial itnies, buti there are h ighly
increased detiands. There .is sonme'Aat more %tress on
1patrol di~vision ton get. hack to normal duties. As a
result traff[ic conthinues di saster actilvi ties afIter
pat ro di vi siOnl re Lu ros to no rnia dutite s. Commiand o f
opcrat ionis is performed bv thle ptro klluit.

Records and Coimmntin i- MIanpower tor thle records; and other auxilIiarv, non line
cat ions- Division: departments mdvy be placed at [lt? di sposal of the patrol

div is ion jar "'odd jolis." 'The cotnunun icat ions sect ioni
is under great stress diSpatchling, and performing other
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n I1 rod-tu t ton

p dirt if VUL (C L I V1 %.t II I lý I C u I cgrc' e s tl [Ii s. Isilv oI V~ill I/il ion., ol
di f F a ren It LVpe s odit lit, Iorming di I ffere' I t asks I, c ovti i nvO sed . ll111s itt tot-

act~ion and Inuterdepende'nce Ofiong tLcSO grotupF Is inevitable. rho pol iceAr
drawn into this emergency webi. it i-z not misoiimuno for police to 1'qi st.
At tempt 4 to forint 1iucl a webi. espec in I V f It Ii moi wiug p1 :aCed V II thv
liract~lv or indirectl un wder tile con' rol of anothier ageuscv Which1 they regard
ans unqual ifled. Vie purpose of thIs chiapte t2'Is to outi1 ine briefc ly wTh ich
organizations ýire must like ly to interact wi tli the poli ce.* and when dur ing
the disaster Such contact. occuirs most- heavi ly. In 0hi8 diti seuissoll as III
chapter four, i~t will be assuimed that a disnater su:hi is I large tornacdo has
strkick a medium-sized city In thec Ulited, Status cipt~ini widespread damage.

Theorpticteal itckgirotind

The interdapondence which develops in any dicaster situation can loand LO
both cooperative reiLatotuhilps and to those cii ract~erircd by conflicL. lit
any given situation, both, tend to he fotind. Hlowever, the mnture- of disaster
task& encouragea tile growth or cooperative intornctvit ,round (lie shared goalts
created by the need to ovorcome the cffectsm of the disaster.

Cuoperation is floch ated , of course, if thte organiziat ions Involved hilve
liad prior Contact. With each otlier. Every orgati'zation Is forced to depend onl
other sources for supplies and ald a; it perforn.i its daily roaks. Stich
dependency relationships ubually are built. on a cooperat lie basisf, and whenl
t'-ey ew4 st- ill this Corn) the disaster activitiett "i a 1-iven organitation are
greatly aidad. Cooperative relationshuipst call also emuuotgo froitt proplaniuiiig.
This is usually initiated by such agencies as civil defense or through other

V~t SMU~t. 1p Ularr Ut. *L0C.71 Mt tSU"lS .* ~ LMlUika iS Lit liatt Whit ~ Wi ll 'U- %& % cl '. U U t oI. II IV iA IVN

Involved inl di santer ac tilviiiLos are tusuall r ep 1-0 ell ted ill thle pi1 l, and
each is given certain duties and responsibilities. Commonly a cent-ral loca-
tion io designated where liaison repreeentnriveg of all, of t-liese organizations
and perhaps othiers can meet and coordinate tile disaster AC~tvities n Wthle
event thie need arises. Where these plans are well developed and rehenared,
they tend to work well and conflict iq minimized. In many other' places which
are not as "disanter-pronic," however, the Disaster Research Center hads found
t~hat these plano oftenas re stiperficial and are "dust gatherers." When disas-
ter does strike inl Such placVS th~ese plans oftain are ineffective and inter-
organizational coordiiatJIon mlust be developed onl the spot, a fact Which
heightens thle potent~ial for conflict.

lit tight of the above it can be said thoat no -static plan is ever parfect.
Even Wn disaster-prone arens, plans arv constantlytinder study and revision.
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always occupy a central position in whatever form of operation emerges. As
such they interact with many organizations over the course of a disaster. This
subject forms the core of the reniarier of the chapter.

The Police and Other Organizations

The police department is usually among thu first organizations to become
involved in disaster activities, and the initial task of coordination of field
activities often becomes theirs. They are the most heavily committed in terms
of manpower and equipment and in the stage immediately following impact may
be thio only organization, with the possible exception of the fire department,
which is mobilized and actively working in the field. It is not unconmmon to
find the feeling among police officials that they -ccomplish more while the
officials of other organizations are getting to their offices than these same
organizations do after they finally become fully mobilized.

When the first hours of intense p 'essure which characterizes the mass
assault phase have passed and when other organizations have had enough time
to mobilize, the police are forced to begin working more closely with these
other groups. At first, however, this involves only the top officials of the
various organizations as they attempt to establish some degree of order by
defining areas of responsibility and jurisdiction. Gradually, even though
the police may retain ultiw e responsibility for disaster operations, they
begin returning to normal p ice duties. By the time the cleanup phase of
operations is fully under way there usually are only a few policemen assigned
to coordinate these activities, and the role of the police has become more
nominal than real.

As the disaster operations unfold, the police encounter a variety of
orgaDizations. Some of these: such as local sheriff's departments, are quite
familiar to the Police while others may be unfamiliar. Furthermore, some are
encountered at certain stages of operation but not in others. Hospitals would
fall into this category. Still others, such as other agencies of the local
government, are 2elevant throughout the disaster, or at least until the police
have completely withdrawn trom the operations. Table 2 presents a list of the
organizations most likely to interact with the police at the various stages

of operations.

As ncted in table 2, a disaster such as a large tornado is being assumed.
In a, different type such as a hurricane, the table would appear in somewhat
modified form. For example, the National Guard would probably enter the scene
earlier to assist with warning and evacuation. Also, contact with the weather
bureau would probably be maintained for a longer time period to obtain knowl-
edge about p. cential flooding. Other changes would also undoubtedly occur as
the nature of the disaster agent and its effects varied.

Again referring to table 2, it would appear that the organizational
contacts of the police in a disaster are quite numerous. However, relatively
speaking, the police and also the fire department have less interaction with
other organizations in a disaster than do other groups. In addition, the
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effects of these contacts on the actual operations of the police department
are minimal. Most of these contacts are requests for informration or some form
of aid rather than specific orders. Another factor minimizing the influence
of these contacts is that the police are rather autonomous and are free to
function with only very broad restrictions. This is illustrated by the fact
that in most disaster operations studied by the Disaster Research Center it
has been found that the police liaison officer sent to the city government
(or civil defense headquarters) acts only to keep these g:oups informed as to
what the police are doing. Rarely does he relay an order "rom such groups to
the police, even if these groups have legal responsibility for disaster opera-
tions. The police, due to their unique position in the community, can refuse
to aid other organizations and sometimes do if the "errand load" becomes too
heavy.

Thus it can be seen from table 2 that the organizations the police
department deals with are varied. Some perform "line" functions such as the
fire or sheriff's departments while others, such as the Red Cross, are mainly
"staff" agencies performing administrative and auxiliary tasks, The break
between the two is not a clean one, but it does serve to indicate the diverse
nature of the organizations being encountered by the police. If the organi-
zations impinging on the police vary with the stages of the disaster and by
function, the nature of the relationships with these organizations also
varies. A brief elaboration of the characteristics of these relationships
follows.

Fire Department

As was mentioned previously, the police and fire departments are usually
the first groups on the scene of a major disaster. Communications are basic-
ally two-way between these groups as each keeps the other informed of new
developments in the situation and of damaged areas and manpower needs. Th e
variables affecting how well organized these relationships become are unclear.
Generally it would seem that this would vary with the amount of preplanning
and the precise nature of the disaster. For example, it would be expected
that the interaction of these two departments would be somewhat less unified
in. a disaster which occurred with little warning than in one for which there
was a great deal of advance notice. Another relevant variable would be the
amount of accurate, verifiable information which exists regarding the situa-
tion, A situation characterized by little valid information would be much
more likely to produce a reaction of mass assault than a rational, coordinated
attack.

It is common to find the fire department on the scene assisting the
police in search-and-rescue operations and in later phases even though the
threat of fire may be quite small. Their involvement tends to last for the
duration of disaster operations but may be concentrated in the search-and-
rescue phase. Most commonly, the fire units are placed under at least the
nominal command or direction of the police commanders in the area unless
the-:e are fires to be fought. Rarely does the occasion develop where a fire
department refuses to enter into disaster operations. One such incident did
occur in a midwestern city which was hit by a tornado. There were few fires
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and the threat from gas leaks was minlimal. However, the fire chief felt he
should keep his resources in total readiness and refused to give any aid other
than the sending of an inhalator and some small pieces of equipment. Such a
reaction is atypical. Most fire departments are more than willing to serve
where needed and will work closely with the police in all phases of disaster
operations.

City Government and Civil Defense

Interaction with th,ý city government and its various agencies tends to
occur throughout all stages of disaster operations. This is due to the fact
that it is the city government which in normal times legally oversees the
operations of the police department as well as all other municipal organiza-
tions. It was mentioned above that the police are usually exercising the
actual authority involved in coordinating disaster operations. This is so
even though the city government may "on paper" be in charge of carrying out
this function.

Typically the interaction involves several organizational levels, both
of the police and of the municipal government. It is not unusual to find
ad hoc committees made up of the police chief, mayor, fire chief, city council,
civil defense director, and other such officials ostensibly formed to control
disaster operations. The main function of these conmiittees becomes, however,
the exchange of information from agency to agency. The police are asked for
information regarding damaged areas or about what might be needed to carry out
field operations. Any decisions made at this level, as previously noted, have
little effect on the overall operations of the police in the field.

Lower level interaction also occurs between specific elements of the
police and the city governhlLent. During normal daily operations a great deal
of contact between the police and such municipal agencies as the traffic
engineering department and city engineer's office occurs. These contacts
revolve about such routine items as street construction, traffic lights, and
road signs. Such interaction is magnified in importance in times of disaster
as it becomes more important, for example, to know what routes to hospitals
are open and passable. This interaction is likely to occur at any level in
the organization rather than being restricted to the upper levels as in the
above case.

Civil defense* on the local level may be granted the legal authority to
coordinate disaster operations. This legal authority may be exercised espe-
cially where local civil defense is strong. But the relationships with civil
defense often involve problems not created by the informal assumption of con-
trol by the more familiar agencies of the municipal government. The local
government exercises nominal control over the police in normal times, and the
continuation of this relationship into disaster operations tends to be regarded
as legitimate. Civil defense is a special. organization, however, and exercises

*Civil defense can be seen as referring to the total emergency activities
within a community, but here the referent is to the organization "civil
defense."
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no control over the police in normal times. Thus, when it tries to assert
its authority in a disaster, tension is sometimes a by-product. The police
usually argue that they are much better qualified to oversee disastcr opera-
tions because of their twenty-four-hour availability, the ability to mobilize
quickly, and their supply of equipment and well trained men. For these rea-
sons, where the civil defense is seen as ineffective, it tends to be ignored
by the police. Wiere it is strong, the deference granted it is lax and
usually consists only of having a liaison manI present at civil defense head-
quarters to fulfill the formal requirements of the disaster plan. His primary
duties consist of informing civil defense of what the police are doing and
relaying requests for aid from other organizations to the policŽ.

Another aspect of civil defense which brings it into contact with the
police is its role as coord itor of volunteers. In this sense it is similar
to the Red Cross and the Salvation Army. Each provides volunteer workers to
eid in the disaster operations. Tlhese usually begin coming in immediately
after impact, but the effects of them on police operation are minimal. The
interaction is essentially one way, as civil defense and the other volunteer
agencies use the police as a source of information regarding where these
volunteers may be used. Police departments generally frown on accepting such
volunteers for their own work since they are "untrained amateurs." Generally
speaking, the interaction in this context is superficial and limited to seek-
ing information from the police as to where the volunteers can best serve.

The warning phase of a disaster is another source of potential contact
between the police and civil defense. As soon as the police are notified,
usually by the weather bureau or other similar agency, they may in turn warn
civil defense. This contact primarily occurs where civil defense is the
organization responsible for initiating a general warning. Many times this
responsibility belongs to the police, however, and civil defense is not sig-
nificant]y involved, especially if the warning period is of extremely short
duration. A similar conclusion can be reached about police relations with
hospitals. Often the only contact made is to warn them of the impending
disaster. Any contact thereafter is usually initiated by the hospitals them-
selves to inform the police of their condition. This relationship is neces-
sitated because often the police seem to fail to consider the possibility I
that a given hospital might become overloaded.

In sunmuary, civil defense agencies within the local government may be
given the formal authority to coordinate disaster operations. Most studies
reveal, however, that this authority usually becomes only nominal with their
function being reduced to one of an information pool for disaster-relevant
organizations other than the police. The effects ot these agencies on the
police are minimal, and it is the police who exercise the actual control of
disaster operations, at least in the early stages. As the police begin to
withdraw, however, these agencies may ultimately assume actual control of
operations in order to fill the vacuum created by the withdrawal of the police.
Figure 11 illustrates this graphically.
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FIGURE 11 Police Authority Versus City Government and/or Civil Defense

Authority in Disaster

Amount of Actual
Authority Exercised --

Warning Mass Reorgan- Cleanvp
& Impact Assault ization

Disaster Stages

Police

-----City Government and/or Civil Defense

Other Social Control Agencies

The demands on the police in a disaster often exceed their capability.
This coupled with the fact that most disaster agents do not respect artificial
political boundaries brings other agencies of social control into the situa-
tion. These usually are suburban poli(e, sheriff's departments, state police,
and the National Guard or other type of military unit. In the case of the
civilian units, these groups usually become involved in operations during the
warning period and often continue to serve t.atil cleanup is well under way.
The state police are usually the first to withdra%, followed closely by the
sheriff's department. Thiis withdrawal begins as the National Guard moves into
the scene. Because of the necessity to mobilize and the time this action
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requires, the National Guard typically does not bvcome involved In actual
operations until toward the end of the manss assault phase. As a result, their
primary tasks become the establishing of cordons and the securing of the dam-

aged areas. While mobilization Is occurring, a liaison officer is often
attached to police headquarters.

The police generally work well vi h the Na.lovnal Cuard partly because of
their paramilitary organization and .,1so because the nature of their training

prepares them well for action in a natural disaster. Furthermore, the National

Guard seems to always defer to local authority and usually .:orks with police,

r-j,o,-ting co them for itrqi'r nqicnmiPnhr. In many coimnunities the relations
between the police and the Guard are good since many poia,1.iemn are also muembeis

of Guard units, and because interaction between the conmmanding officers of the
police and of the Cuard is a frequent occurrence. The police do feel, however,
that Guardsmen require some special attention in relation to their duties in
the disaster because of the inexperience of many of the troops.

A similar relationship exists between the police and any regular armed
forces such as Air Force personnel which may become involved, unless only
military police units are sent. The police tend to see the military police

as trained men who are familiar with official p, -cedures. Therefore, the
local police are not as concerned about the possible negative consequences
which might develop through the use of untrainel personnel in the field.

Relative to the state police and sheriff's departments, however, a
somewhat different relationship may exist. Perhaps the most pertinent factor
in understanding the interaction occurring between these groups and local
police is the norm of local autonomy. The effects of this norm were alluded

to above as coloring the relations between the military and the local police.
Local officials are almost always deferred to by outside officials wherever

the local police are defined as competent and adequate for the task. In cases
where the local police are volunteer units or are a very small organization,

they may be pre-empted by larger, better equipped outside units.

This occurred in the Oak Lawn torn-,lo which struck just outside Chicago
on, April 21,197. mhcl.lk Lawn r ol .. forcecc. isc of sixty -.,ca. in t he
initial stages the Cook County Sheriff's Department assumed command of the

operations. However, as the situation gradually came under control, the
sheriff yielded commuand to thi local chief. By way of generalization, then,
it might be said that local autonomy generally prevails where the local police

are known to be professionally competent and where the force is of sufficient

size to handle the demands of the situation.

In this light it should be poinzed out that because of the political
situation in some areas, friction may develop between the local police and
the sheriff's department. This often stems from the fact that local police
officers are civil service personnel with a highly professional orientation

whereas the sheriff's department personnel are politically elected and/or

appointed. Thus the sheriff's office comes to be regarded as incompeteat
and unprofessional. In addition to this problem, there may also be questions
of jurisdiction, if not legally then psychologically due to the strains im-
posed by the disaster itself.
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No examples of such conflict between local and state police have been
found by Disaster Research Center field teams. The state police are usually
highly traine, and very professional Wn tla performance of their duties in a
natural disaster. Also, they are more careful to observe the norm of local
autonomy and to avoid assuming responsibilities which can be performed by the
local police. In the event there is no local police force, however, friction
with the sheriff's department is a disrin-' ;,.sibility since there usually
are no norms or laws to •rtcll out what should be done.

To sutmmarize, the relationships between local police and other agencies
of social control discussed in this section are generally smooth. Information

- " 'tr 1-ie. no ,'!: nron.nizntion as they ofteo advise ano consult with

each other. rhe norm of local autonomy is usually carefully obzcrvud Con-
flict can develop over jurisdictional problems or questions of competence, but
this is rare and is usually confined to the relationships between the local
police and the sheriff's department. Generally speaking, the civilian units
such as the state police are more active in the first two phases of the
disaster while the military units such as the National Guard tend to replace
these organizations in the later stages of the operations.

Utilities and ConstructLion/Demolitioa

Contact between the police, utilities companies, and construction com-
panies is minimal; most of the contact occurs ill the reorganization phase and
the beginning of the cleanup period of operations. By this time search-and-
rescue operations are over, and security and traffic control are established
facts at the scene. It is only after this has bcen accomplished that thle
cleanup operations which are basically performed by these organizations can
begin in full force.

In a disaster the police work closely with the various types of public
utilities, but not in the same way that they do with the organizations dis-
cussed above. Thie problems dealt with are not those of coordination and the
exchange of information so much as of providing assurance to these organiza-
tions that they have access to the affected areas and can restore services in
them. For example, the police provide entry and clearance of traffic for
work crews in anl area so that they may go dbouL doing their job. Additionally,
the police may request that the telephone companies Install more telephones
at headquarters and place mobile units in the field to facilitate operations.
As these companies are usually quite efficient, use clearly marked equipment,
and are involved In rather narrow tasks in relation to the overall disaster
effort, their relationship to the police usually consists only of assuring
access to areas where they are needed. Their effects on police operations,
therefore, are usually minor.

The relationship of the police to construction and demolition crews is
essentially tile same as that of the utility companies. By the time these
organizations and their crews begin full-scale operations, the police have
for the most pnrt withdrawn from their role as coordinator -f disaster opera-
tions. As a stt.dy of table 2 and figure It would indicate, Jue to the late
entry of these groups into disaster operations, they usually work more closely
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with either the city government or civil dofon.e. whichever has assumed the
overall control of operations. Often a police officer is assigned to direct
traffic or provide other forms of protection, but this is usually do~u only
at the request of the organizations involved. In the early stages of cleanup,

there may be somcwhat more contact With the police to assure ingress tL work
areas, but this i1 usually gained through Contact with the city engineering
department or some other similar agency of the municipal government.

One exception to the general rule that contact is minimal and occurs Lite
in disaster operations occurs in that both the utility companies and construc-

tion companies may be needed immediately after impact if heavy damage is sus-
tained by the police headquarters or to communications facilities, The use
of radio, however, lessons the potential impact on coUIUn~iications, and it is

more common to find constructinn crews being assigned to search-and-rescue
taslcq than directly aiding the police. Generally speaking, therefore, it can U
be concluded that relutiouis beLwW;0 Lh I pc!ice -nd thepe typeR of orsanizol:I'ms

are minimal and for the most part one way, being initiateJ usually by the out-
side organizations. Their effects on the police, while potentially great, are
usually not too significant in terms of the overall disaster operation con-
ducted by tne police.

Conclusions

While operating in a disaster context the police are forced to intuiact
with many more organizations than is normal although the number of these con-
tacts is small compared to the experiences of other disaster-relevant organi-
zations. Some of these contacts pervade the entire disaster operation while

others are nnost relevant only during certaia phases. rhe influence of outside

contacts on the total operation of the police is usually minimal. The police
tend to work most easily with organizations with which they are familiar, for
example the state police, and organizations in which they have a great deal
of confidence and trust such as the fire department. Conflict is likely to

develop with organizations which are unfamiliar, or are distrusted and not
respected for various reasons. Civil defense often falls into this category
unless it has a very strong, well run organization. Most of the interaction
is essentially one way, consisting of requests for information and aid or
permission to enter certain areas. The police mo..,st often initiate interaction
only with those organizations closely related to them such as other police
organizations. For the most part interorganizational operations are smooth
and have little truly significant influence on the police. In some cases such

as hospitals it could be argued that this influence should be greater, hut-

this is a question which cannot be answered in this study.
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FOOTNOITE: Chapter V

1. For a diEcu~sson of interorganizationitl relatiotishIps and 1eGfi~timCy, ace
Ruou~ell R. Dynes, O~rjatjzed Behavior in Disaster: Analysis and CmSc2j
tualizatiton, r3iaaater Research CanLer Monograph Series (Coluimbus. DisfiB-
ter Rciear.,ch Ccntr'r, -nt, Milo StAte Vilv'rsity, 1969) , chapter cight.
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departmients in niatural di sastern will lie' pvo lŽc ted iiuto a tnorv incIusivye con-
text of eventsl Which, migh~t t'ccý,-i Ia matc e11Ži Catastro1 lhc. Thyu bas~ic assump-

I~ot is tha i the probl1em,; cicoutitercdI stiisecpaeic a toi majotr oattiriiI dl sais Ir
are relat ively similar to th1os#e: whiIch won I E be faCOed I n a ,ittc levar s I mtui i on.
Wherc there are difforencos , thevy can lit viHs1ahized prln'irl ly as di fferences
Of degree. Wi tl) (te exce-pt iol Of tile spec if ic form o f secondarv thbreat,. i .c,..
rod int ion , and the probah lit I IIYt ha t a wider geogrnph icnl area will be In-
volved, a nuclear explosion Would n1oL create essontirilly difforent problerms

COMMUunity c ti.

It i9 assumed I'ere ilha': the deli very of a nuclear agen!. would conic about
Iby somne type of Military attack. Suchl Attacks typically serve to actcivate
and unify the civilian populatio~n ini a collective offort to nialiltai commnunity
life, paralleling sirnilnr efforts observed after Lthe iMpact of a1 disaster
agent. The problem- solving units which would respond after nuclear impact
would probaibly be based in the local community. Tho burden of' such a response
would be ansumed byt the traditonil. emergency organivat ions, supplemented by
othert. which might have additional relevant resources. In Sonarnil, then, Qon
might expect the pattern of response which would develop after a nuclear
impact would not be radically different from that which is seen subsequent
to large-scale disaster impact.

Organizat ional Resources

In mobilizing ain emergency response to a potential nuclear attack, the
police have important resources to be utilized. In most comnmunities, tile
police have both physical and personnel resources which are more extensive
than any other conmmunity agaecy likely to become Involved. The possible
exception would be the numerically greater manpower and sometimes greater
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lIt is useful here to Indicate some of these potential1 resources. Police
departments are ritways dependent upon extesi5ve communiication networks. Such
networks are used to coordindte normal dctivities Within the department.
These commsunication networks would become vital in the initial damage assess-
ment subsequent to a nuclear attAck. Stich An asisessinent, hI crucial siacc iE
establishes the initial parameters of the problems which a community Must
face, Routine organizational reports provide the heginnings of an overall
assessment of community damnage. Initial reports generally are giveni by police
personnel who are familiar With the pre-impact status of Ltie communlity. ii
police also would 1)0 likelY to reta1in their central position as the recipient
of any information from others concerning "unusual" happenings within the
commiun ity . Thc mtobility of police cirs equipped with radio units provides a
flexibility and mobility to the process of coimnurnity rvconnni ssance which no
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than symbolic since there are sufficient reasons re suggest, baaed on obaerva-
tlons in a variety of natural dlaast:er situations, that they would cotltinuo
to be a relativel.v effective orl4anlzntlon.

Relative Effectiveness

Based on observations made in a disaster context, police departments
Renerally operate with a high degree of effectiveness. In most _,trustier|s,
organizational stress Is minimal, l•ffectlveness has to bc .alenSu•cd by tile
ai)lllt.v of police del, artmonts to accompli:•l• tank• In th,. ,oi•i.•,xt ,,[ extremel.v
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3. Police departments normally have "excess" trained personnel since
they require several shifus for continuous operation. This means that the
operation of the organization is hampered less by the loss of specific persons.

4. Police departments usually have greater interchangeability of per-
sonnel than many other types of organizations. This means that loss of per-
sonnel would not have negative consequences for the continuous operation of
the organization.

5. The organizational expectation of involvement produces a rapid and
self-generating mobilization of personnel in emergencies.

6. Police departments usually possess extensive material resources, in
the form of transportation and communications equipment. They also have per-
sonnel resources which are numerically larger than most other community
organizations. These personnel, because of their daily contact with the
coummunity, become aware of sources of additional resources which can be
utilized in emergencies.

7. Police departments are more likely than other community organizations
to have developed plans for emergencies or are able to adapt routine procedures
to large-scale emergencies.

8. Since they operate as an ongoing unit in the pre-emergency period,
police departments develop experience as a work group. This provides a greater
degree of security in the work relations in the emergency period than would
characterize most other organizations,

9. Because of their pre-emergency functioning, police departments gen-
erally have considerable experience in adapting to and coordinating with other
related organizations within the community. Such experience provides a basis
for the development of coordinated activities among the various community
ozganizations which do become involved in widespread emergencies.

Persistent Problems

While the overall evaluation of the potential efiectiveness of police
departments is positive, based on their performance in disaster situations,
there are also certain persistent problems which would be aggravated in a
nuclear context. Some of these problems are intimately related to the pre-
viously mentioned organizational strengths of such departments.

i. Because of early involvement, previous emergency experience, and
initial focus on incoming damage reports, police departments take on a central
role in all emergency activity. There is no reason to suggest it would be
different in a nuclear disaster. With their previous experience with emer-
gencies, the police have developed patterns of coordination with those other
organizations which are also traditionally involved in emergencies. Networks
of communication often exist among police, fire departments, hospitals, etc.
Prior kaowledge of the activities of these organizations and acquaintance with
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their organizational personnel would provide the initial basis for coordinated

activity during the emergency period. The involvement of many other community

organizations in more widespread community emergencies, however, would intro-

duce new and previously unknown relationships to be coordinated. Too, the

creation of new tasks, such as radiation detection, or changes in the legal

definitions of responsibility, may involve organizational personnel "unfamil-

iar" to the police. The police, drawing on their previous emergency expe-

rience, will lack familiarity with those involved with these new tasks and

new organizational responsibilities. Because of the centrality of police

departments to these earlier emergency expe. iences, one might anticipate that

they would find it difficult to incorporate these new relationships into an

overall pattern of coordination and that they would resist sharing their

authority and responsibility. In other words, the police, based on their

prior experience and traditional organizational responsibility, see themselves

as the core of all emergency activity. They have developed a division of

labor with other community emergency organizations, such as the fire depart-

ment and hospitals. A more widespread emergency, such as would be produced

by a nuclear situation, would necessarily involve a larger number of organi-

zations. Some difficulties would be anticipated in developing patterns of

coordination, especially if some of the new organizations intended to assume

a major role in this coordination.

2. The police department has a somewhat limited capacity to expand to

meet increased demands. It has been suggested that the police department is

somewhat reluctant to accept volunteers. Because of the previous experience

of working together as a unit and because of "professional" identification,

police departments develop a type of esprit de corps and cohesiveness. WThile

this has its positive aspects perhaps, in increasing the effectiveness of the

work unit, this does seem to limit the ability of the organization to add

personnel to meet increased demands. Assistance for police tasks in disaster

situations is often sought from various regular and reserve military units.

In a nuclear situation, these military sources of assistance would be prob-

lematic and added help might have to be sought among civilian volunteers, a

source which police departments have found difficulty incorporating in their

organizational structure.

3. Much of police departmental activity is predicated upon the avail-

ability of an operative communication network. Major departments develop
elaborate communications facilities which often include emergency sources of
power, etc. Emergency planning within such organizations generally centers
on alternative procedures and back-up support. With the possibility of vast
blast-affected areas subsequent to a nuclear attack, it is likely that the

central communication facilities of many police departments will be completely
destroyed. Much current emergency planning does not entertain the possible

consequences of a community emergency which also destroyed the communication

facilities of the operating organization. Such "double" disasters are a much
more realistic possibility subsequent to a nuclear attack and consequently,
greater attention should be given in planning to the development of substitute
communication facilities. One alternative would seem to point toward the

development of mobile communications centers which have the capacity (and the
location) to survive nuclear attack and also be adequate to handle demands
within the range of performance required of the permanent installation.
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4. One of the most persistent problems in any emergency situation is
the development of knowledge concerning the extent of impact and damage. The
police, because of their conmiunication facilities and heiLr usual organiza-
tional deployment, are in the best position to collate information as it
becomes available. Their ability, however, tends to be mitigated by two
factors. The inputa from the environment which the police department receives
are seen primarily in their implications for the functioning of thcir own
organization -- tasks, deployment, etc. Second, such knowledge, as it is
accumulated, is seldom shared with other involved organizations. In spite of
the fact that the knowledge of "what has happened" is seen pr,_marily in the
context of organizational responsibility, the police department does develop
a greater amount of information and in fact a more comprehensive view than do
other organizations. The importance of this rests in the following: most
communities have not developed any organization which has the responsibility
(and the facilities) for the collection of information about the effect of
impact. The police department probably collects, in the course of its early
involvement, the most accurate initial picture of impact. This tends to be
treated as a departmental resource and not a community necessity. Whether
the collection of more inclusive and shared information should be a depart-
mental task is not the issue here. The point to be made is that police
departments become the focal points of information critical to the operation
of not only their own organization but all others. Based upon experience in
natural disaster, police departments have not developed ways of storing such
information or transferring it to other organizations needing it.

5. The police department will also continue to have problems with the
"unnecessary" deployment of men and materials during the initial stages of
the emergency period. The uncertainty which would be produced subsequent to
nuclear attack coupled with the urgency to act creates the tendency to react
without adequate information as to actual need. These early decisions are
often based upon "images" which organizational officials have of what is
expected to happen. Based on disaster behavior, police officials are much
more likely to initially see problems in terms of their security implications.
To anticipate that widespread looting will take place results in the alloca-
tion of police personnel to security tasks which are only minimally necessary
based on the behavior which follows. On the other hand, police measures
necessary to overcome problems of convergence are usually developed after the
situation emerges, complicated by earlier inattention. Based on this common
occurrence in disaster, it is reasonable to expect that the police department
would react to a nuclear situation in terms of images of what they expect
might happen. One can infer that such images would also contain a strong
control element. That is, many popular and official images imply that irra-
tional actions, panic, and withdrawal can be anticipated as common, if not
widespread, forms of postnuclear behavior. Many of these images have become
a part of the organizational expectations for action in "controlling" the
behavior of survivors. These expectations of irrational behavior will prob-
ably lead to heightened concern with establishing "security' measures and
consequently the allocation of departmental resources to this end. As a
result, the more critical problem to be faced early in the emergency period,
the collection and compilation of knowledge about the consequences of the
event, is likely to be slighted.
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Most of the problems mentioned above are perhaps not inherent in police
departments. Most of them relate to problems which emerge in situations of
widespread impact and the resultant difficulties of coordinating the involve-
mient of a variety of different community organizations. Police departments
are usually at the core and often the focus of coordinative effort with the
community. Problems of coordination, however, would be accentuated in the
wide impact which could be anticipated subsequent to a nuclear catastrophe.

In spite of the problems mentioned above, the overall conclusion, based
on observations Of pOlice departments in disaster situations, is that they
function effectively. Since they are often at the center of the pattern of
community activity which emerges to cope with emer3ency problems, such depart-
ments do provide the solid base necessary for the many tasks which have to be
accomplished. The police complete the tasks withia their organizational
domain with a high degree of efficiency since they possess established proce-
dures, sufficient personnel, and accessible resources. Their performance
underscores the potential payoff which results from continuous organizational
planning, as well as the importance of training personnel in reacting to
emergency situations.
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